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Abbott Elementary

Mom

Janine’s plan for a Memorial Day weekend solo trip is derailed when her mother shows up unannounced
asking for help. Elsewhere, Gregory notices his colleagues are great at small talk and realizes he needs to
brush up on his people skills.

Ken Whittingham, Directed by

Abbott Elementary

Story Samurai

A traveling storytelling troupe Jacob used to be in visits Abbott and invites him to participate. Janine tries
to dissuade him, only to realize Jacob needs to be himself and get on stage, even if it means being corny.
Ava loves it. And Ashley teams with Melissa as an aid.

Jay Karas, Directed by

Abbott Elementary

Teacher's Conference

The Abbott staff heads to the Pennsylvania Educational Conference. Gregory reluctantly attends after a
disagreement with Amber and bonds with Janine over their similarities. Jacob finds himself charmed by the
Addington teachers.

Randall Einhorn, Directed by

Acapulco

Love Is A Battlefield

On Valentine‘s Day, Maximo and Julia have to decorate a romantic suite together. Memo and Lorena beg
Lupe to let them spend time alone.

Nicole Treston Abranian, Directed by

Act Your Age

The Dropout

Olivia inadvertently tells Angela about Jacob dropping out of school, triggering an anxiety-driven farce
including Bernadette and Jacob. Keisha participates in a Gen-Z art show.

Nikki Lorre, Directed by



Act Your Age

Secrets And Lies

When Bernadette invites her best friends, Angela and Keisha, to celebrate her special achievement, an
adventure ensues that takes their friendship to new heights.

Morenike Joela Evans, Directed by

American Auto

Crisis

Katherine and the team bring in crisis manager Ian Osofsky to help combat the negative publicity the
company is receiving from accusations it covered up defective auto parts.

Matt Sohn, Directed by

American Auto

Young Designers

Payne sponsors its annual Young Designers contest at a local elementary school, which sparks controversy
when Katherine inadvertently offends multiple countries via an Instagram Live interview with a Somali-
American student.

Phil Traill, Directed by

American Born Chinese

Beyond Repair

Guanyin delivers news that the pendant was a fake, Wei-Chen’s hopes of rescuing his father from Niu
Mowang look grim. Jin learns his parents might be separating, driving him to an emotional outburst landing
him in the principal’s office. At the Beyond Repair reunion, Jamie Yao comments playing Freddy Wong.

Erin O'Malley, Directed by

American Born Chinese

What Guy Are You

Jin’s plans to make the soccer team are derailed by the arrival of a new foreign exchange student.

Destin Daniel Cretton, Directed by

Atlanta

The Goof Who Sat By The Door

An in depth look at the making of the American Classic A Goofy Movie.

Donald Glover, Directed by

Atlanta

The Homeliest Little Horse

Earn opens up about his experience with university in therapy; Al and Darius hear about Earn's revenge
plot and are unimpressed.

Angela Barnes, Directed by



Atlanta

It Was All A Dream

You know what? As much as I hated this show, I think I’m gonna miss it.

Hiro Murai, Directed by

Avenue 5

That's Why They Call It A Missile

With the ship divided, both sides find themselves in an all-out fight to survive. Then, Ryan takes part in a
shotgun wedding, and Rav reaches a personal breakthrough.

Armando Iannucci, Directed by

Awkwafina Is Nora From Queens

Nightmares

Nora tries out therapy after having recurring nightmares, Wally gets ready to propose to Brenda, Grandma
mourns the loss of her friend, and Edmund enjoys his newfound fame.

Awkwafina, Directed by

Barry

Wow

Series finale. Because Cousineau is blamed for the murder of Janice Moss, he murders Barry. Fuches
murders Hank in a showdown over Barry’s son. Sally escapes with John and lives quiet life as a high school
acting teacher. John watches the movie about his dad and believes it’s a lie.

Bill Hader, Directed by

The Bear

Review

A bad day in the kitchen. Tensions rise.

Christopher Storer, Directed by

The Big Door Prize

Beau

Beau searches for the boy who wronged Kolton. Dusty takes over as the basketball coach. Cass pursues a
new business venture.

Todd Biermann, Directed by

The Big Door Prize

Dusty

Family man and teacher Dusty Hubbard begins to reevaluate his life and happiness after the arrival of a
strange machine called the Morpho.

Anu Valia, Directed by



The Big Door Prize

Giorgio

The Potential Fund gala gives Giorgio an opportunity to get closer to Cass. Dusty comes to a realization.

Jenée LaMarque, Directed by

The Big Door Prize

Jacob

About the residents of a small town called Deerfield, who one day discover a magical, destiny-predicting
machine in their grocery store. This episode follows Jacob as he faces filling the shoes of his late twin
brother.

Molly McGlynn, Directed by

Blindspotting

The Good, The Bad, And The Thizzly

Sean and the crew must rescue his dad in the Wild West.

Rafael Casal, Directed by

Blindspotting

N*ggaz And Jesus

Ashley, Miles and Sean have their first weekend visit.

Jess Wu Calder, Directed by

Breeders

No Way Back

Paul takes his parents on a day-trip to the countryside, to recreate a cherished memory. But the revelation
of a number of secrets leaves all three of them reeling.

Ollie Parsons, Directed by

Bupkis

Do As I Say, Not As I Do

Seven-year-old Pete, his mom and his sister attend his aunt’s wedding just weeks after the death of his
father; his uncle Tommy steps in to be there for Pete when he needs him most; in present day, Pete
makes sure to be there for Uncle Tommy.

Jason Orley, Directed by

Cobra Kai

Head Of The Snake

A fight night erupts in the Valley as Johnny, Daniel, Chozen and their students summon all their skills and
strength to expose Terry and take him down.

Joel Novoa, Directed by



The Conners

The Dog Days Of Christmas

Dan meets his in-laws for the first time, when Louise's family comes to visit; Darlene helps Becky with a
parenting problem.

Trevor Kirschner, Directed by

The Conners

Possums, Pregnancy, And Patriarchy

Harris makes a big announcement; Ben is overwhelmed with family responsibilities.

Robbie Countryman, Directed by

The Conners

Text Thread And The Marital Bed

Louise gets into a feud with Becky after accidentally sending a rude message in the family text thread;
Darlene tries to spice up her sex life with Ben.

Jody Margolin Hahn, Directed by

The Consultant

Creator

Series premiere. After the murder of CompWare CEO Sang-Woo, Regus Patoff, a mysterious consultant,
arrives. Regus immediately takes charge, upending the work force with ruthless demands. While watching
a video recorded in Sang’s office, employees Elaine and Craig discover that Regus, without an
appointment, convinced Sang to sign a contract.

Matt Shakman, Directed by

The Consultant

Sick

Craig calls in sick, then heads to Pomona to find Frank Florez, a jeweler who shares a wild story about
making a solid gold skeleton. At the office, employee chaos and savagery ensue when Regus announces a
managerial office is up for grabs. Regus ingratiates himself to Craig’s fiancé, Patti.

Alexis Ostrander, Directed by

Dave

Harrison Ave

Back in his hometown of Philadelphia, Dave grapples with his romantic origin story - both in his art, and in
real life.

Kitao Sakurai, Directed by

Dead To Me

Can We Be Honest?

Reeling from the doctor's visit, a poncho-clad Jen wrestles with how to tell Judy. Ben looks to make
amends by coming clean, and Nick confronts Perez.

Rebecca Asher, Directed by



Dead To Me

We're Gonna Beat This Thing

Jen mobilizes to support Judy, drawing on everything she learned from her mother. Nick's tenacity over a
piece of evidence raises concerns for Perez.

Silver Tree, Directed by

Dead To Me

We've Reached The End

On an escape to Mexico, Jen and Judy face the past and make decisions about the future as they forever
cement their ride-or-die friendship.

Liz Feldman, Directed by

Extraordinary

Have Nots

Lacking a superpower, Jen resolves to find it herself following a series of humiliating incidents.

Toby Macdonald, Directed by

Extraordinary

The Merry Monarch

Jen and Jizzlord enter a cat show; Kash's priorities push Carrie towards charming royalty.

Jennifer Sheridan, Directed by

FUBAR

Take Your Daughter To Work Day

Ready to retire, esteemed CIA agent Luke prepares for a peaceful life with his family and ship, but new
revelations at home and work spoil his plans.

Phil Abraham, Directed by

The Game

A League Of Their Own

Malik discovers his new league is in jeopardy when Chance and Eugene negotiate a covert deal; Tasha
scrambles to save the day; Jamison's fate is revealed, while Garret and Raquel desperately try to move on
from one another.

Devon Greggory, Directed by

Ghosts

Halloween 2: The Ghost Of Hetty's Past

Jay hosts a seance in an attempt to outdo Liam Neeson's Halloween party, only to summon the ghost of
Molly, a figure from Hetty's past.

Katie Locke O'Brien, Directed by



Ghosts

Whodunnit

Sam, Jay and the ghosts go into detective mode when Sam’s podcast editor gives her one last episode to
wrap up Alberta’s murder. Also, Trevor, Flower and Pete discover an email from a Nigerian prince asking
for help.

Christine Gernon, Directed by

Gordita Chronicles

In America Everything Is Possible

A Latina reporter looks back on her childhood as a chubby, willful, reluctant Dominican immigrant growing
up with her eccentric family in 1980s Miami.

Eva Longoria, Directed by

Grand Crew

Wine & Children

Nicky and Noah find out their dad has a new boo. Anthony and Fay look after Wyatt’s plants while he’s
away. Sherm dates a mommy. And there’s wine.

Jarrett Lee Conaway, Directed by

Grand Crew

Wine & Journals

Noah dates a girl who likes to have sex for hours. Nicky finds the house of Anthony’s dreams. Wyatt
spends time with his niece, Nadine. And there’s wine.

Cortney Carrillo, Directed by

Grand Crew

Wine & Roasts

The heart of the series is a group of friends trying to navigate the twists of life. Wyatt doesn't know how to
roast so Sherm helps him but Wyatt takes it too far. Noah tries to make things right with a disgruntled
customer and Nicky dates a sleep talker.

Neema Barnette, Directed by

Grand Crew

Wine & Tastings

The crew goes to a wine-tasting event at a very exclusive club. Noah and Sherm enter a winetasting
competition while Anthony and Nicky try to get into the members only area. Wyatt and Kristen just want
some crab cakes. There’s definitely wine in this one.

Phil Augusta Jackson, Directed by



Grease: Rise Of The Pink Ladies

We're Gonna Rule The School

Four outcasts including a braniac good student, a scandal-ridden cynic, a tomboy, and a fashion maven,
navigate the first day of junior year at Rydell High.

Alethea Jones, Directed by

The Great

Ice

Catherine tries to persuade Peter to come home whilst Hugo re-doubles his attempts to regain his
kingdom. Georgina continues to play her complicated court games.

Jaffar Mahmood, Directed by

The Great

Peter And The Wolf

Catherine introduces divorce to the court with unforeseen consequences. Grigor befriends Maxim and goes
stag hunting, and Elizabeth and Petrov go on a trip to the regions.

Matthew Moore, Directed by

Grown-ish

Fool's Paradise

Zoey and Aaron have an unexpected run-in at the San Francisco airport, leading them to unpack the highs
and lows of their long-distance relationship.

Craig Doyle, Directed by

Harlem

Joy, Joy, Joy, Joy

Camille brings her vision to life, Tye finds love in an unexpected place, Quinn and Angie make amends, and
the ladies get a surprise.

Stacey Muhammad, Directed by

Hello Tomorrow!

The Numbers Behind The Numbers

Turning the greatest setback of your career into your greatest opportunity is the mark of a true winner.

Ryan McFaul, Directed by

Hello Tomorrow!

Your Brighter Tomorrow, Today

Take it from Jack Billings: The life you’ve always wanted is just one great deal away.

Jonathan Entwistle, Directed by



Home Economics

Mickey Ears, $19.99

On a trip to Disneyland, Tom and Marina learn that Connor is Tom’s new boss. Sarah and Denise argue
about sending Shamiah to fancy Windmount Academy.

Victor Nelli Jr., Directed by

Home Economics

Wedding Bouquet, $125

In a flashback to 2009, we learn that Tom and Marina’s wedding day was both a chaotic mess and a
turning point in the lives of Sarah and Connor as well.

Michael McDonald, Directed by

How I Met Your Father

Daddy

Sophie goes to Robert's country house for the weekend. The gang celebrates Lost & Found Box Day at
Pemberton's.

Pamela Fryman, Directed by

Johnson

Altar Call

Omar finally attends church and gives a powerful testimony that shocks everyone. Keith vulnerably
professes his feelings for Jackee through poetry. Jarvis learns some truths that changes everything he
thought he knew about his family history.

Deji LaRay, Directed by

Jury Duty

Ineffective Assistance

Defendant Trevor’s mother and best friend each testify, hurting his defense. Trevor’s lawyer makes him
look even worse. Jeannie’s happy that Heidi dumped Noah. Ronald helps James with his audition while
James clogs up Ronald’s toilet. Noah asks James to jump on the bed while he has sex with Jeannie.

Jake Szymanski, Directed by

A League Of Their Own

Stealing Home

Carson follows Lupe to a secret bar and is filled with awe and wonder. Later she brings Greta and Jo there,
but their joy is short-lived when there’s a terrifying police raid. Uncle Bert knocks on Clance’s door with a
gift for Max, but Max is embarrassed by his presence.

Will Graham, Directed by

Loot

Pilot

Molly Novak's life is thrown into upheaval when she discovers her billionaire husband is cheating on her.

Alan Yang, Directed by



Lopez vs Lopez

Lopez vs Espanol

Mayan lies about speaking Spanish to be seen as a real Lopez in George’s eyes, but the results are no
bueno. Rosie attempts to teach a stubborn Chance Spanish.

Kelly Park, Directed by

Lopez vs Lopez

Lopez vs Last Call

George hits the bottle, and Mayan hits her limit with his behavior. Rosie is jealous when Chance announces
George is his hero.

Gloria Calderón Kellett, Directed by

Los Espookys

El Virus

An actor recruits an increasingly tense Los Espookys to cancel her sitcom, while Ambassador Melanie gets
devastating news about a dream job.

Ana Fabrega, Directed by

Los Espookys

Los Espiritus En El Cementerio

Los Espookys put their life changes aside to pose as ghosts for an incompetent groundskeeper hoping to
get bereaved families off his back.

Sebastian Silva, Directed by

Lucky Hank

The Count Of Monte Cristo

Hank contends with the return of his father to Railton. Lily hunts for apartments in New York. Julie looks to
Hank for help in Lily's absence.

Nicole Holofcener, Directed by

Lucky Hank

Pilot

Hank rants against Railton College, calling it Mediocrity's Capitol, and the administration is pressured to
fire him. Hank and Lily contemplate a future outside of Railton.

Peter Farrelly, Directed by

The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel

Four Minutes

Series finale. Midge lands a spot on The Gordon Ford Show. Minutes before air, Gordon drops a bomb:
Midge will appear as a writer, not as a comic. Will Midge go along with this bait and switch, or will she
break the rules, grab the mic, and claim center stage?

Amy Sherman-Palladino, Directed by



The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel

The Testi-Roastial

It’s 1990 and the air is crackling with comedy gold. New York’s show business elite have descended upon
the Friars Club to roast legendary manager Susie Myerson. Old friends and competitors pile on the playful
insults, regaling the room with three decades of masterful dealmaking, broken friendships and shocking
revelations.

Daniel Palladino, Directed by

Mo

Testimony

As their asylum hearing date approaches, Lizzie preps the Najjars and Yusra gets candid. Anxious and
depleted, Mo struggles to cope with his new reality.

Solvan Slick Naim, Directed by

The Ms. Pat Show

Don't Touch My Hair

Exploring a complex, personal, and deep the topic: Black women’s hair. Ms. Pat's wigs are a protective
style choice, but we will also investigate the childhood scars that surround her natural hair insecurities.

Mary Lou Belli, Directed by

Mythic Quest

The 12 Hours Of Christmas

In the first holiday season since Ian and Poppy’s departure, David grabs the reins and tries to infuse the
team with Christmas spirit.

David Hornsby, Directed by

Mythic Quest

Playpen

Poppy begrudgingly takes feedback from Dana about her work. Carol, Brad, and Rachel navigate the
aftermath of their monetization gambit.

Danny Pudi, Directed by

Mythic Quest

Sarian

Two kids from across the globe find their passions in a world that doesn’t understand them.

Todd Biermann, Directed by
Megan Ganz, Directed by



The Neighborhood

Welcome To The Getaway

Calvin and Tina finally decide to take the honeymoon trip they never had, but run into problems at the
airport. Meanwhile Dave, Gemma, Malcolm and Marty decide to clean out Calvin's garage while he's gone
and accidentally throw out his favorite barbecue.

Mark Cendrowski, Directed by

Never Have I Ever

…Had An Indian Boyfriend

Watching Devi struggle with a painful memory, a nervous Rhyah orders Des to keep his distance. Paxton
enlists Eleanor's help to break some news to Trent.

Erica Oyama, Directed by

Never Have I Ever

...Lived The Dream

The end of the school year has the Sherman Oaks crew all up in their feels. Devi is torn between planning
the future and enjoying the present.

Lang Fisher, Directed by

Night Court

Da Club

Abby meets Jeff Dewitt, the DA, at his exclusive club to discuss how his tough-on-crime stance is hurting
society. Dan, his old associate, shows up to watch out for Abby and realizes Dewitt is planning on using
Abby as a soft-on-crime scapegoat in the next election.

Lynda Tarryk, Directed by

Night Court

Dan V. Dating

Dan attempts to venture back into the dating world, but finds it more complicated than anticipated after
going on a date with the criminally insane, Julianne.

Anthony Rich, Directed by

Not Dead Yet

Pilot

Nell Serrano, a broke and newly single self-described disaster, works to restart the life and career she left
behind 10 years ago; when she lands the only job she can find -- writing obituaries, she starts getting life
advice from an unlikely source.

Dean Holland, Directed by



Only Murders In The Building

Flipping The Pieces

Mabel’s incident on the subway leads her to gain help from an unlikely ally. Their journey takes them to a
legendary amusement park which turns out to be full of terror — while amusements and evidence reside
back in the Arconia with Charles and Oliver.

Chris Teague, Directed by

Only Murders In The Building

I Know Who Did It

One question remains: Who did it??? Oh, who are we kidding -- there's a few more questions raised, too.

Jamie Babbit, Directed by

Only Murders In The Building

Persons Of Interest

Welcome home, Arconiacs! Minutes after Season 1's finale, Charles, Oliver and Mabel are now implicated in
the murder of Board President, Bunny Folger. They must choose whether to lay low or risk their safety by
catching the killer themselves.

John Hoffman, Directed by

Only Murders In The Building

The Tell

Mabel hosts a party for an eclectic art crowd which also serves a double purpose for smoking out a liar in
the trio's midst.

Cherien Dabis, Directed by

The Other Two

Cary & Brooke Go To An AIDS Play

As Cary tries to take control of his relationship by making in-roads with Lucas’s representation, Brooke is
pulled back into her manager role when Chase falls for a normal girl.

Chris Kelly, Directed by

The Outlaws

Episode One

Months after the first series, the outlaws still have time to serve on their sentences. But they discover the
criminal underworld isn’t done with them yet — not by a long chalk.

John Butler, Directed by

Party Down

KSGY-95 Prizewinner’s Luau

Hired to work a laid-back radio promotion luau in groovy Malibu, the gang decides to take mushrooms
together and things get weird.

Ken Marino, Directed by



Physical

Don’t You Want To Get Better

In seclusion, Sheila searches for the courage and strength to face her demons.

Stephanie Laing, Directed by

Pitch Perfect: Bumper In Berlin

Backpfeifengesicht

When Bumper Allen gets a chance to pursue his dreams of becoming a pop star, he abandons his life
working as a security guard and moves to Berlin.

Todd Strauss-Schulson, Directed by

Poker Face

Escape From Shit Mountain

After climbing out of a hole in the woods, Charlie is stranded with mysterious injuries in a motel during a
blizzard. To survive the night, she must decipher the deadly tension between her questionable companions,
a bigmouthed pickpocket, a bitter motel manager and a scary guy with an ankle monitor.

Rian Johnson, Directed by

Poker Face

The Orpheus Syndrome

When Arthur, a reclusive former special effects artist unearths a decades old project to find closure from
the guilt of a fatal on-set accident, he discovers that it was no accident and that his former partner Laura is
responsible. Charlie, Arthur’s new assistant, is left to unravel Laura’s deadly cover-up.

Natasha Lyonne, Directed by

Primo

Big Eyes (Pilot)

Rafa considers signing up for a college prep program amidst competing opinions from his single mom Drea
and his five opinionated uncles.

Kabir Akhtar, Directed by

Rain Dogs

Didion Hell

In Bruton, Costello is finally able to hold a part-time job and live her best life. But as cracks in their family
unit begin to form, their seemingly perfect new life begins to deteriorate – with devastating results.

Jennifer Perrott, Directed by

Rain Dogs

It's Hard To Be A Saint In The City

After getting kicked out of their apartment, Costello and Iris scramble to find housing before nightfall.
Meanwhile, Selby‘s return from prison receives mixed reactions from Costello, Iris, and Gloria.

Richard Laxton, Directed by



Ramy

American Life Coach

The whole village cries.

Ramy Youssef, Directed by

Rap Sh!t

Something For The City

Stuck at a dead-end hotel job while her long-distance boyfriend attends law school, aspiring rapper
Shawna spontaneously invites her estranged friend Mia out for drinks – yielding surprising results.

Sadé Clacken Joseph, Directed by

Rap Sh!t

Something For The Road

After the show, Mia and Shawna find themselves questioning the group’s future. Later, Mia forms an
unexpected connection, while Shawna considers an offer.

Jay Ellis, Directed by

Rap Sh!t

Something For The Weekend

The girls take a trip to New York where Shawna finally reunites with Cliff and Mia meets up with a wealthy
stranger.

Kevin Bray, Directed by

Reboot

Step Right Up

When a young writer sells the pitch for the reboot of an early 2000s sitcom, the show's actors must come
back together and face their unresolved issues.

Steve Levitan, Directed by

Reboot

Who's The Boss

Bree gets hit with surprising news during an on-camera interview just as Reed gets a surprise visitor; Clay
struggles with buying a house; Hannah and Gordon learn that there's been a regime change at the network
that does not bode well for the show.

Chris Koch, Directed by

The Rehearsal

Orange Juice, No Pulp

Nathan Fielder helps a Brooklyn-based trivia aficionado come clean to his teammate about a long-held lie.

Nathan Fielder, Directed by



Reservation Dogs

Mabel

The village comes together to send Mabel on her journey.

Danis Goulet, Directed by

Resident Alien

I Believe In Aliens

Harry comes face to face with his greatest enemy and makes a big decision that may affect Earth forever.

Robert Duncan McNeill, Directed by

The Resort

The Disillusionment Of Time

After finding the entrance to the passage in the jungle, the group gets some answers about what happened
to Sam and Violet in the past.

Ariel Kleiman, Directed by

The Resort

A History Of Forgetting

After running into Baltasar Frías, Emma and Noah gain a deeper understanding of what happened at the
Oceana Vista when he shares the origins of the resort and its eccentric owner.

Ben Sinclair, Directed by

Rutherford Falls

Adirondack S3

Reagan and Terry work as TV cultural consultants; Nathan and Bobbie seek a campaign donation.

Eric Kissack, Directed by

Rutherford Falls

Land Back

Nathan tries to secure a mayoral endorsement; Reagan tries to apply for land on her reservation.

Tazbah Rose Chavez, Directed by

Schmigadoon!

Over And Done

Season finale. Will there be a happy ending? Josh and Melissa are presented with a life-changing choice.

Robert Luketic, Directed by



Schmigadoon!

Something Real

After Josh and Melissa realize they need to find a happy ending for everyone, they try to make that happen
—with unintended consequences.

Alice Mathias, Directed by

The Sex Lives Of College Girls

The Rooming Lottery

When Leighton is elected Kappa's campus social chair, the roommates must figure out what sophomore
year will look like.

Justin Noble, Directed by

The Sex Lives Of College Girls

Will You Be My Girlfriend?

Bela scrambles to expand The Foxy’s reach ahead of its release. Jackson invites Kimberly to a study
session. Canaan asks Whitney to be his girlfriend… but she already thought they were dating. Leighton gets
called out.

Lila Neugebauer, Directed by

The Sex Lives Of College Girls

Winter Is Coming

While grappling with their new status as campus narcs, Bela starts an all-female comedy mag, Whitney
embarks on the soccer off-season, and Kimberly explores ways to make up for her lost scholarship--with
unexpected help from Leighton.

Daniella Eisman, Directed by

She-Hulk: Attorney At Law

Ribbit And Rip It

She-Hulk represents Leap-Frog who was injured due to a malfunction in his custom-made super suit.

Kat Coiro, Directed by

Shrinking

Boop

Paul and Brian come to Jimmy’s aid when Alice starts acting out. Liz and Sean support Gaby by
accompanying her to an event.

Zach Braff, Directed by

Shrinking

Coin Flip (Pilot)

Jimmy, a therapist mourning his wife, takes a more proactive approach with his patients in the hopes that
helping them will save himself.

James Ponsoldt, Directed by



Shrinking

Fortress Of Solitude

To get Sean out of legal trouble, Jimmy reconnects with his estranged best friend—while trying to hide it all
from Paul.

Ry Russo-Young, Directed by

Shrinking

Imposter Syndrome

At Alice’s urging, Jimmy agrees to host a party. Gaby struggles with her post-divorce libido. Liz
recommends medical marijuana to Paul.

Randall Keenan Winston, Directed by

Single Drunk Female

Shiva

The unexpected death of a friend in her AA group brings back unhappy memories for Sam of losing her
father and triggers some bad behavior she was sure was over.

John Riggi, Directed by

Slip

The Wife

Mae has lived with Elijah for thirteen years. Their romance is at a standstill around Elijah wanting a child.
Mae has a one-night stand with Eric, and realizes she entered a parallel universe in which she and Eric
married, and her life with Elijah is gone.

Zoe Lister-Jones, Directed by

So Help Me Todd

Swipe Right

Margaret asks Todd for help on a seemingly straightforward wrongful termination case over a dating app,
but with Todd's investigation, they quickly realize it's much more complicated; Sexual tensions between
Margaret and Gus simmer.

Michael Spiller, Directed by

Somebody Somewhere

#2

Poker night, Fred throws friends a curveball: not only is he engaged, but he wants everyone to be a part of
the wedding. Tasked with singing at the ceremony, Sam attends a former voice teacher’s concert – with
unforeseen consequences. Meanwhile, Tricia is in discovery mode.

Robert Cohen, Directed by



Somebody Somewhere

Keys Phone Cash ID

While on their way to Wichita, Sam and Tricia finally tell Mary Jo why they’re temporarily moving her from
the care facility. After accidentally blowing his own cover stalking Brad, Joel opens up about his personal
crisis stemming from Fred’s upcoming wedding.

Jay Duplass, Directed by

Somebody Somewhere

NMB NMP

While celebrating Tricia’s birthday, Sam is blindsided by surprising new information about Holly. Then, as
Charity’s lies continue to affect Tricia’s social life, Joel makes a move with Brad…which leads to a misstep
with Sam.

Lennon Parham, Directed by

South Side

DJ Alderman

As the city of Chicago battles its pothole problems, Alderman Allen Gayle from the 51st ward decides to
abandon his role and pursue a new career as a DJ who steals mixes.

Britt Boardman, Directed by

South Side

Littlepalooza

Following an incident at a Bulls' game, Simon and K hide out in the wilderness. Back in Chicago, Turner
investigates a crime with surprising ties to rapper Cordae, while Goodnight takes center stage at the city's
smallest music festival.

Michael Blieden, Directed by

Sprung

Chapter One

Released from prison after 26 years due to coronavirus mandates, Jack has no place to live. His cellmate
Rooster offers his mom Barb’s place. They also take in Gloria, an inmate Jack catfished. Barb’s house
comes with a price tag as she now expects this motley crew to commit crimes.

Greg Garcia, Directed by

Ted Lasso

(I Don't Want To Go To) Chelsea

News of a top player looking to move to London sends the English clubs into a frenzy. Richmond play their
first game back in the Premier League.

MJ Delaney, Directed by



Ted Lasso

4-5-1

Richmond adjust to an exciting change, but Jamie has reservations. Ted learns there’s something new
going on back in Kansas as well.

Destiny Ekaragha, Directed by

Ted Lasso

La Locker Room Aux Folles

Colin and Isaac’s friendship is tested. Roy is asked to do a press conference.

Erica Dunton, Directed by

Ted Lasso

So Long, Farewell

Season Finale. AFC Richmond play their final match of the season.

Declan Lowney, Directed by

Ted Lasso

Sunflowers

A friendly match takes the team to Amsterdam, where one night out unlocks truths for many.

Matt Lipsey, Directed by

That '90s Show

Dirty Double Booker

With the clock ticking on her summer in Point Place, Leia feels torn about who to spend her time with. Kitty
considers starting a new job.

Laura Prepon, Directed by

That '90s Show

That '90s Pilot

Donna and Eric spend the Fourth of July at his parents' house in Point Place, where their daughter Leia
makes an impression on the other teens in town.

Gail Mancuso, Directed by

Tulsa King

Token Joe

Dwight returns to New York under unfortunate circumstances, where his reunion with his daughter and
family doesn't go quite as expected. Back in Tulsa, Tyson runs into some trouble. Armand gets some news
from Roxy.

Ben Semanoff, Directed by



Uncoupled

Chapter 1

Michael plans an elaborate surprise party for Colin's milestone birthday, but the night takes a devastating
turn after a shocking revelation.

Andrew Fleming, Directed by

Unprisoned

It's About Who You Want To Be

Paige battles her conscience, Finn battles his mother and Edwin battles the system.

Pete Chatmon, Directed by

Unprisoned

Nigrescence

Paige, Edwin, and Finn take a trip to their ancestral home in rural Alabama, where there’s much more
going on than meets the eye.

Numa Perrier, Directed by

Unstable

Unstable

Reeling from a tragedy, Ellis struggles to focus at work as a major project looms, forcing Anna to reach out
to Ellis' son Jackson for help.

Marc Buckland, Directed by

Up Here

Miguel

After an unexpected series of events leaves his plans for the future in tatters, Miguel chases after a new
dream in the high stakes world of investment banking.

Thomas Kail, Directed by

The Upshaws

Now What

The family sends Regina off as she takes on a new endeavor, but a sudden change of plans has Lucretia
and Bennie worried about her — and the future.

Sheldon Epps, Directed by

The Upshaws

Treading Water

After running into a roadblock on her job search, Regina takes advantage of funemployment. Bennie gets a
fancy new gig, and Aaliyah seeks a new friend.

Kim Fields, Directed by



Wednesday

Wednesday's Child Is Full Of Woe

When a deliciously wicked prank gets Wednesday expelled, her parents ship her off to Nevermore
Academy, the boarding school where they fell in love.

Tim Burton, Directed by

Welcome To Flatch

Welcome To (Barb) Flatch

A lot has changed since the documentary crew last checked in on Flatch. Kelly is changing diapers, Cheryl
and Joe are raising baby chickens, and Shrub is courting Beth. In the season premiere episode, Flatch
royalty Barb Flatch herself makes a triumphant return to her hometown to shake things up.

Paul Feig, Directed by

What We Do In The Shadows

Go Flip Yourself

The mansion gets a makeover.

Yana Gorskaya, Directed by

What We Do In The Shadows

Private School

The vampires endure the private school admissions interview process.

Kyle Newacheck, Directed by

Young Rock

Once Upon A Time In...

Pat Patterson finds love in Boston, Andre the Giant meets his destiny in Paris and Peter Maivia teaches
Sean Connery how to fight in Dwayne’s tales of their younger years.

Laura McCreary, Directed by

Young Rock

The People Need You

After losing the 2032 election, Dwayne Johnson is ready to withdraw from political life for good when he
gets an unexpected call. In 1985, Rocky learns there are consequences to crossing Vince, and in 1997,
Dwayne finds fans hate him even when he’s a winner.

Nahnatchka Khan, Directed by

End of Category



Outstanding Directing For A Drama Series

Alaska Daily

I Have No Idea What You're Talking About, Eileen

When someone from Eileen's past comes to Alaska, she goes against orders, causing a frenetic scene;
Eileen and Roz gain a new lead on Gloria's case.

Patricia Riggen, Directed by

Andor

Rix Road

The hunt for Cassian, by both Empire and Rebels,  intensifies in the wake of his mother’s death.  He
returns to Ferrix and rescues Bix.  Maarva’s funeral becomes more than civic ritual; her self-eulogy ignites
the flames of unrest into outright rebellion.  Back in Coruscant, Mon Mothma makes a heartbreaking
sacrifice.

Benjamin Caron, Directed by

Anne Rice's Interview With The Vampire

Is My Very Nature That Of The Devil

Louis grapples in a fight to retain some semblance of his humanity while struggling to identify the true
nature of the identity of a vampire and the urges that come with it.

Keith Powell, Directed by

Anne Rice's Interview With The Vampire

Like Angels Put In Hell By God

Lestat attempts to make amends with Louis. The vampire family decides to live together once more. A
surprising action from Lestat leads the family to decide to leave New Orleans, once and for all. In Dubai,
Molloy has a shocking realization.

Levan Akin, Directed by

Anne Rice's Mayfair Witches

The Thrall

Trapped in the First Street House, Rowan and Sip must confront its many mysteries in order to escape.
Rowan grapples with an inconceivable offer. Sip's sister Odette makes a horrifying discovery.

Haifaa Al-Mansour, Directed by

Bad Sisters

The Prick

John Paul is dead. The Garvey sisters think it’s all behind them—but the insurance men have questions.

Dearbhla Walsh, Directed by



Bel-Air

Don’t Look Back

The Banks family comes together for the announcement of the Founder's Award; Will embraces moving
forward in an unexpected way.

Dale Stern, Directed by

Bel-Air

Under Pressure

External dilemmas throw Carlton and Will off track and prevent them from fully preparing for the Founder's
Award.

John S. Scott, Directed by

Better Call Saul

Breaking Bad

Emboldened by recent successes, the partners escalate their enterprise to new levels.

Thomas Schnauz, Directed by

Better Call Saul

Fun And Games

Gus attempts to smooth things over with the cartel while Mike ties up loose ends.

Michael Morris, Directed by

Better Call Saul

Nippy

A lost dog leads to a new friend. A new player gets in the game.

Michelle MacLaren, Directed by

Better Call Saul

Saul Gone

The series finale.

Peter Gould, Directed by

Big Sky: Deadly Trails

A Brief History Of Crime

While investigating a scamming operation with Beau, Jenny discovers a connection to the crime that sends
her reeling. Cassie and Denise run into a strange man on the side of the road who may just lead them
down a new path.

Nimisha Mukerji, Directed by



BMF

New Beginnings

Meech and Terry finally handle Detective Bryant, Lamar, and B-Mickie before charting the next big step for
BMF’s expansion, which will change the course of their relationship forever.

Eif Rivera, Directed by

The Boys

Herogasm

Butcher and Hughie shoot up V24 as they head to Vermont with Soldier Boy. Starlight and MM discover
that TNT are hosting Herogasm, an annual orgy for supes and sex workers, and potential carnage. As they
all converge on the house of debauchery, Homelander’s arrival leads to the ultimate battle.

Nelson Cragg, Directed by

The Calling

He's Gone

An NYPD detective on a spiritual mission to do justice delves into the life of a missing boy after his mother
reports his disappearance.

Barry Levinson, Directed by

Carnival Row

Carnival Row

The finale of Carnival Row.

Andy Goddard, Directed by

The Chi

This Christmas

Emmett and Kiesha bond over being single parents. A discovery prompts Jada to confront Suede. Trig and
Jake enjoy Christmas morning with their family. Papa tries and fails to apologize. Tiff and Rob’s relationship
grows stronger after a holiday mishap. Douda delivers a Christmas miracle for the community.

Katrelle N. Kindred, Directed by

Chicago Fire

A Beautiful Life

Det. Pryma asks for Severide’s help on a case involving explosives. Gallo and Carver clash after Gallo
improvises on a call. Violet encourages Brett to start dating again.

Lisa Robinson, Directed by

Chicago Fire

Completely Shattered

Kidd recruits Carver, Capp and Tony to help prepare her new lieutenant’s quarters. Severide and Det.
Pryma reluctantly pair up to work a police investigation. Firehouse 51 comes together to fight a movie
theater fire.

Matt Earl Beesley, Directed by



Chicago Med

This Could Be The Start Of Something New

Will relies on Crockett and Med’s newly donated OR 2.0 to save his patient. Charles helps an elderly
confused patient who’s mourning the loss of his high school sweetheart. As their wedding day approaches,
Ethan and April run into some roadblocks.

Nicole Rubio, Directed by

Chicago P.D.

Trapped

After a brutal shooting, Burgess and Ruzek find themselves trapped aboard the busy L subway train. As
they piece together scant evidence, the team is drawn into a dark family drama. Burgess’ proximity to the
shooting triggers harsh memories.

Chad Saxton, Directed by

Chucky

Death On Denial

In this very special episode of Chucky, Tiffany’s secrets are threatened by the return from college of her
18-year-old kids Glen and Glenda, and by a surprise intervention conducted by several of Jennifer Tilly’s
loved ones, who are concerned about their old friend’s odd behavior.

Don Mancini, Directed by

Chucky

Goin’ To The Chapel

Ade due Damballa! The survivors band together with Father Bryce to perform an exorcism.

John Hyams, Directed by

Citadel

The Human Enigma

Series premiere. Eight years ago, Citadel spies Mason Kane and Nadia Sinh collided with a nefarious, new
syndicate Manticore, responsible for destroying their agency. Today, Mason lives a quiet life as Kyle Conroy
with no memory until Bernard Orlick recruits him to stop Manticore from creating a new world order.

Newton Thomas Sigel, Directed by

City On Fire

We Have Met The Enemy, And He Is Us

A shooting in Central Park upends the lives of a disparate group of New Yorkers.

Jesse Peretz, Directed by



The Cleaning Lady

Sanctuary

Thony is confronted by Garrett regarding the truth behind Maya's death as Nadia tries to stay on Kamdar's
good side. Meanwhile, Fiona helps Luca celebrate his birthday. Thony and Arman race to retrieve stolen
medication for Luca and end up in a shootout at a shipping container yard.

Timothy Busfield, Directed by

The Company You Keep

The Spy Who Loved Me

Daphne enlists the Nicolettis to steal a book of blackmail from a fixer; Charlie puts his relationship with
Emma on the line to ensure her safety.

Jon Huertas, Directed by

Criminal Minds: Evolution

Memento Mori

Rossi will go to any lengths to prove that Elias Voit is Sicarius; Voit turns Rossi into his own worst enemy,
putting his future at the BAU in jeopardy.

Doug Aarniokoski, Directed by

The Crown

Annus Horribilis

Between a fire at Windsor Castle and tensions in her children’s marriages, the Queen commemorates and
reassesses her 40 years on the throne.

May El-Toukhy, Directed by

The Crown

Gunpowder

The Queen spends quality time with Prince William. On Guy Fawkes Night, fireworks make for a perfect
distraction from Diana's interview.

Erik Richter Strand, Directed by

The Crown

Ipatiev House

Eager to lead a newly democratic Russia, President Yeltsin tries to win the Queen's support while she
navigates new rifts in her marriage with Philip.

Christian Schwochow, Directed by

The Crown

Mou Mou

In 1946, an Egyptian street vendor finds inspiration in the abdicated King Edward. Years later, he eagerly
tries to integrate into British High Society.

Alex Gabassi, Directed by



Dark Winds

Monster Slayer

Navajo Tribal Policeman Joe Leaphorn must solve a series of crimes. He partners with new deputy, Jim
Chee, who is back on the reservation for the first time since he was a child. Together they face down evil
forces both earthly and supernatural.

Chris Eyre, Directed by

Dear Edward

Pilot

Edward is nervous for his family's move to LA. Lacey's marriage is strained. Dee Dee and Zoe celebrate.
Edward's flight departs for Los Angeles.

Fisher Stevens, Directed by

The Diplomat

The Dogcatcher

Tempers flare at Chevening House, where an unexpected guest's arrival sends Kate and Dennison
scrambling for a resolution. Hal makes a new connection.

Liza Johnson, Directed by

The Diplomat

The James Bond Clause

In London, Hal's actions cause friction as Kate heads to Paris with Dennison to get a handle on the Lenkov
situation, which soon takes a shocking turn

Alex Graves, Directed by

East New York

Pilot

1st day as Boss for Regina Haywood in New York’s toughest precinct. Her approach to policing is different -
create common ground with the East New York community, which is dubiously met by officers and citizens.
Solving a triple homicide through her new approach starts her towards credibility with all.

Michael M. Robin, Directed by

Echo 3

Flyaway

In the aftermath of a joyous wedding gone awry, the bride goes missing in South America and the military
men in her family vow to find her.

Pablo Trapero, Directed by

Echo 3

We Reject Your Influence

Amber reaches her final destination at a Venezuelan black site. She’s told she will die there.

Mark Boal, Directed by



1899

The Calling

Maura has terrible flashbacks and makes a shocking move. A sound leads some passengers to jump
overboard. Maura makes a discovery about her father.

Baran bo Odar, Directed by

The Equalizer

Justified

After she receives a mysterious note, McCall makes the painful discovery that her father's death wasn't a
simple car jacking, but a planned hit, and sets out to take down those responsible. But in her quest for
justice will the Equalizer go too far?

Darren Grant, Directed by

The Equalizer

Never Again

When the Jewish neighborhood Harry grew up in finds itself under horrific antisemitic attacks, Harry and
team set out to catch the perpetrators before the situation escalates. Meanwhile, McCall has to convince
Miles to drop his petition for custody of Delilah, which could potentially expose her as the Equalizer.

Chris Fisher, Directed by

Fatal Attraction

Best Friends

In the present, Dan is ready to ask for a new trial. In the past, the key to Alex is revealed.

Pete Chatmon, Directed by

Fatal Attraction

Pilot

In the past Dan Gallagher notices a charming colleague. In the present he is paroled for her murder.

Silver Tree, Directed by

FBI

Hero's Journey

The team pivots when their sting operation to secure a massive bomb from an illegal broker ends up
uncovering that the device is already in the wrong hands. Jubal’s promise to be present at his son’s
birthday party is put to the test as the case continues to heat up.

Alex Chapple, Directed by

FBI

Heroes

When 26 Fed analyst Kelly Moran is being held hostage at a bank by a husband and wife duo, the team
jumps into action to get him and the rest of the hostages out safely. Maggie and OA work to find out who
they are trying to steal money from.

Milena Govich, Directed by



FBI: International

Copper Pots And Daggers

When a former U.S. Marine is detained in Istanbul on a charge of smuggling antiquities, the Fly Team races
against the clock to organize her release before the Turkish police figure out what she was really doing
there.

Avi Youabian, Directed by

FBI: International

Yesterday's Miracle

The Fly Team searches Bucharest for a Romanian surrogate who goes missing shortly before carrying the
biological child of an American couple to term. Also, Forrester’s concern about the safety of his neighbors
in Budapest intensifies.

Attila Szalay, Directed by

FBI: Most Wanted

Black Mirror

When two Vermont teens are kidnapped on their way home from a basketball game, the team is led to a
wayward pastor and his brother. Also, Remy attends a hearing for his brother’s murderer.

Jean de Segonzac, Directed by

FBI: Most Wanted

Chains

After Hana is kidnapped while trying to help a young girl in peril at a rest stop that’s on the way to her
sister’s house in Connecticut, Remy & the team pull out all of the stops to find her.

Ken Girotti, Directed by

Fire Country

Bad Guy

Vince's judgment is compromised when a harrowing rescue of two siblings triggers emotional memories of
the night his daughter died in a car accident.

Kevin Alejandro, Directed by

Firefly Lane

I Can't Go On, I'll Go On

Kate and Johnny's loved ones gather together for two very different celebrations. Tully gets tangled in a
romantic dilemma and Kate feels the weight of a secret.

Winnifred Jong, Directed by



Firefly Lane

This Must Be The Place

In the heartbreaking series finale we see the last chapter in Tully and Kate’s friendship spanning four
decades.

Michael Spiller, Directed by

For All Mankind

Happy Valley

A surprise maneuver during the journey to Mars provokes desperate measures.

Wendey Stanzler, Directed by

For All Mankind

New Eden

The astronauts move quickly to build Martian bases.

Andrew Stanton, Directed by

For All Mankind

Polaris

Nearly 10 years have passed. Danielle and Ed attend a celebration, where things take a terrifying turn.

Sarah Boyd, Directed by

For All Mankind

The Sands Of Ares

After a sudden crisis, the Martian crews pull together.

Dan Liu, Directed by

For All Mankind

Stranger In A Strange Land

Season finale. The Martin crew debates how to save the life of one of their own.

Craig Zisk, Directed by

From

Pas De Deux

Tensions run high at Colony House when word of the coming food shortage leaks out. Kristi catches
Marielle in a devastating lie. Boyd seeks out help as his mental and physical state continue to worsen. A
night at the clinic takes a terrifying and unexpected turn.

Jack Bender, Directed by



Ginny & Georgia

Hark! Darkness Descends!

After a sudden behavior change raises concern among his friends, Marcus has a tearful meeting with
Ginny. Austin witnesses a terrifying scene.

Sharon Lewis, Directed by

Ginny & Georgia

Kill Gil

A buried secret comes to light. Joe and Georgia reminisce. An already heartbroken Ginny overhears
upsetting news.

Rose Troche, Directed by

Godfather Of Harlem

Angel Of Death

Bumpy faces a life-changing decision when Colombo threatens his heroin connection. Elise hesitates to
trust Omar after his involvement with the Malcolm X attempted assassination. Pettigrew discovers cocaine
through his affair with a Cuban woman. Bumpy's reaction to a promising young black Harlem artist's work
leads to the artist's suicide.

Lily Mariye, Directed by

Godfather Of Harlem

Our Black Shining Prince

Bumpy and Chin enlist Morgenthau's help to prevent Colombo and Battle from bringing in a shipment of
heroin, guns, and cocaine. Stella must choose between Colombo and her father. Meanwhile, Malcolm X
prepares for his speech at the Audubon Ballroom.

Joe Chappelle, Directed by

The Good Doctor

Love's Labor

Shaun and Leah are in the delivery room. meanwhile a tragic accident involving Drs. Perez and Kali pulls
everyone away, including Dr. Murphy.

Michael Listo, Directed by

The Good Fight

The End Of Everything

The office must survive after being trapped by white supremacists.

Robert King, Directed by



Grey's Anatomy

Gunpowder And Lead

Amelia begins spiraling and takes her personal problems out on her work colleagues. The threats against
Bailey come to a terrifying head. Lucas and Jules make a risky decision on a patient, and Mika struggles
with burnout.

Morenike Joela Evans, Directed by

Grey's Anatomy

Training Day

Addison makes a special appearance at Grey Sloan to welcome Bailey’s new OB/GYN trainees. Maggie’s
lung transplant is derailed, and Nick bonds with Lucas — before the day takes a shocking turn.

Kim Raver, Directed by

The Handmaid's Tale

Allegiance

June and Luke prepare for a rescue mission. Serena tries new tactics with her oppressive hosts. Lawrence
makes a surprising proposal to elevate his status.

Bradley Whitford, Directed by

The Handmaid's Tale

Safe

Under threat, June must find a way to keep herself and her family safe from Gilead and its violent
supporters in Toronto.

Elisabeth Moss, Directed by

High School

Shock To Your System

Sara and Tegan attend a party, promising their mother Simone no drugs or alcohol. They each set out on
their own but reunite when they do a check-in call while Sara is high. Simone, a social worker studying for
her thesis, becomes distraught when one of her clients passes away.

Clea DuVall, Directed by

His Dark Materials

The Clouded Mountain

As war rages, Will and Lyra search for their daemons amidst the battlefield. Mrs. Coulter and Asriel
challenge the ultimate enemy.

Amit Gupta, Directed by

House Of The Dragon

The Black Queen

After a tragic loss, Rhaenyra tries to hold the realm together, while Daemon prepares for war. Later,
Rhaenyra sends young Jacaerys and Lucerys on crucial errands.

Greg Yaitanes, Directed by



House Of The Dragon

The Green Council

After learning of a plot within the Small Council, Alicent enlists Cole and Aemond to track down a missing
Aegon – and seeks out Rhaenys as a potential ally. Meanwhile, Otto gathers the great houses of Westeros
to affirm their allegiance.

Clare Kilner, Directed by

House Of The Dragon

The Heirs Of The Dragon

Convinced his wife will soon give birth to a son King Viserys plans an extravagant week-long tournament in
celebration. Princess Rhaenyra receives frank words from her mother about her duty to the realm before
welcoming her uncle, Prince Daemon, who’s returned to the Red Keep in time for the festivities.

Miguel Sapochnik, Directed by

House Of The Dragon

The Lord Of The Tides

Six years later. With the question of the Driftmark succession suddenly critical, Rhaenyra and Daemon
urgently return to King’s Landing. As Viserys’ health continues to deteriorate, Rhaenyra attempts to strike
a bargain with Rhaenys. Alicent and Otto hear petitions for the Driftwood Throne.

Geeta Vasant Patel, Directed by

Hunters

The Home

As Jonah attempts to smuggle the greatest evil out of Argentina to meet justice, we travel back in time to
war-torn Germany to the home of a peculiar old couple whose story has reverberations for Jonah’s success
or failure.

David Weil, Directed by

Industry

Lone Wolf And Cub

London office confirms its merger with New York, so Harper, Eric, and Rishi pitch their small global force to
rival banks. As Yasmin readies herself for her first client meeting in her new role, she becomes engulfed in
a pressing issue at Pierpoint. Meanwhile, Gus leverages an opportunity for Leo.

Isabella Eklöf, Directed by

Kindred

Dana

LA transplant Dana comes to town expecting a warm welcome from family, but she’s met with quite the
opposite.

Janicza Bravo, Directed by



The L Word: Generation Q

Questions For The Universe

Alice, Shane and Sophie grapple with the big questions on their path to finding The One after many
missteps, heartbreaks and disappointments.

Nancy C. Mejia, Directed by

La Brea

The Fog

When a fog falls over the Clearing, Eve leads a defense against a group of invaders, only to encounter a
threat more dangerous than they’ve faced before. In 1988, Josh and Riley pursue a woman who may hold
the key to stopping the impending tidal wave disaster.

Ron Underwood, Directed by

La Brea

The Next Day

Desperate to reunite with her son, Eve follows a lead that brings her face-to-face with a ruthless prehistoric
group. Gavin, Izzy and Ella question whether they’re fit to survive in 10,000 BC. Josh and Riley wake up in
an unfamiliar time.

Adam Davidson, Directed by

The Last Of Us

Long, Long Time

Doomsday prepper Bill prepares to ride out the apocalypse alone...until a mysterious stranger upends his
plans. Years later, Joel and Ellie seek Bill's guidance – and find themselves at a crossroads.

Peter Hoar, Directed by

Law & Order

Camouflage

A deadly subway shooting has Cosgrove and Shaw racing to find the culprit before another attack is
orchestrated. Price and Maroun struggle to put their ethical principles aside when the U.S. Attorney's office
pushes for the death penalty in the case.

John Behring, Directed by

Law & Order

The System

A suspect arrested for murder escapes police custody after months of waiting for his day in court; as a
hostage situation erupts, Shaw must re-examine his conduct as the arresting officer; Price questions his
faith in the justice system.

Alex Hall, Directed by



Law & Order: Organized Crime

All In The Game

When a member of the task force goes missing, Teddy takes advantage of the chaos to make his escape;
Bell secures a key piece of evidence in her case against Murphy.

Oz Scott, Directed by

Law & Order: Organized Crime

The Infiltration Game

Jamie makes a risky decision that could cost him more than the case. Stabler bristles at the arrival of two
Miami detectives offering to help with the investigation. The Task Force learns the limits of the new deputy
inspector’s influence.

Stephen Surjik, Directed by

Law & Order: Special Victims Unit

And A Trauma In A Pear Tree

Carisi and Rollins work together on an important arraignment. Benson tries to make Noah's Christmas wish
come true when a case falls in her lap.

Norberto Barba, Directed by

Law & Order: Special Victims Unit

King Of The Moon

A man with dementia confesses to murder, but Benson and Carisi believe there's more to the case; when
rumors swirl around the squad room, Fin presses Velasco for the truth.

Mariska Hargitay, Directed by

Lockwood & Co.

Sweet Dreams

While the team is working to clear up a volatile grave at a cemetery, Lucy hears a voice speak her name.
Ghosts aren't supposed to talk... are they?

William McGregor, Directed by

Lockwood & Co.

This Will Be Us

After an abrupt end to her ghost-hunting training, Lucy Carlyle flees to London — where she meets two
teens who run a paranormal investigative agency.

Joe Cornish, Directed by



The Lord Of The Rings: The Rings Of Power

A Shadow Of The Past

Series Premiere. Galadriel is disturbed by signs of Sauron’s return. After examining a sick cow that had
wandered east, Arondir and Bronwyn journey to Hordern. Gil-galad wants Elrond to help Lord Celebrimbor,
an Elven-smith, with an important project. Nori breaks the Harfoot community’s most deeply held rule:
never go off-trail.

J.A. Bayona, Directed by

The Lord Of The Rings: The Rings Of Power

Udûn

Adar and the Orcs descend upon the Southlands where Arondir, Bronwyn and Theo prepare for battle.
Later, having survived two attacks, the Southlanders take refuge in their tavern. As Adar and the Orcs
break down the door, there’s a rumbling in the distance. It’s the Númenorean cavalry led by Galadriel.

Charlotte Brändström, Directed by

Magnum P.I.

Dead Ringer

Katsumoto’s hearing date has arrived and he will learn if his career in law enforcement is over for good or
not. Magnum and Higgins are hired to investigate a man their client believes committed murder. Rick’s
suspicions grow on their relationship.

Marcus Stokes, Directed by

Magnum P.I.

Out Of Sight, Out Of Mind

Magnum and Higgins take on a case that sends Higgins inside a psychiatric hospital. Katsumoto and his
son, Dennis, head to the mainland to look at colleges, but their trip takes a harrowing turn when a run-in
with a local turns ugly.

Jay Hernandez, Directed by

The Mandalorian

Chapter 18: The Mines Of Mandalore

The Mandalorian and Grogu explore the ruins of a destroyed planet.

Rachel Morrison, Directed by

The Mandalorian

Chapter 19: The Convert

On Coruscant, Dr. Penn Pershing, an ex-Imperial scientist who served under Moff Gideon, navigates a new
life in the New Republic amnesty program. Din Djarin proves his redemption after his pilgrimage to
Mandalore and the Armorer welcomes Bo-Katan - who also bathed in the Living Waters - into the covert.

Lee Isaac Chung, Directed by



The Mandalorian

Chapter 20: The Foundling

Din Djarin returns to the hidden Mandalorian covert.

Carl Weathers, Directed by

The Mandalorian

Chapter 21: The Pirate

The people of Nevarro need protection from rampant pirate attacks.

Peter Ramsey, Directed by

The Mandalorian

Chapter 22: Guns For Hire

Din Djarin and Bo-Katan journey to an opulent world in search of the Mandalorians that once served
alongside her. On the way they are ensnared in local politics and must solve the case of the malfunctioning
droids before they can confront the rest of the clan stationed there.

Bryce Dallas Howard, Directed by

The Mandalorian

Chapter 23: The Spies

As third season builds towards its climactic end, survivors come out of hiding and Bo-Katan Kryze and Moff
Gideon ascend on opposing sides. Now in possession of the Darksaber, Kryze is ready to unite her people
and retake her homeworld.

Rick Famuyiwa, Directed by

Manifest

Touch-And-Go

While investigating a Calling, Michaela finds a mysterious stowaway. Ben clings tightly to his beliefs. Cal
comes out of hiding to pursue a lead.

Romeo Tirone, Directed by

A Million Little Things

Ironic

Katherine and Greta get married while the world changes around them.

Tessa Blake, Directed by

A Million Little Things

One Big Thing

A series that began with one friend’s suicide, concludes with the group granting their terminally ill friend
his last wish, to go out on his own terms through assisted suicide. While usually friendship isn’t a big thing,
it’s a million little things, this episode is appropriately called One Big Thing.

DJ Nash, Directed by



A Million Little Things

Tough Stuff

Gary and Maggie, breast cancer survivors, receive Gary’s new prognosis from their doctor, causing them to
reevaluate. But just when their world feels like it’s falling apart, the family of friends are there to pick up
the pieces in true A Million Little Things fashion.

Joanna Kerns, Directed by

Mosquito Coast

The Counterfeiters

Allie and Margot forge different paths to secure their family’s future. Dina lays low at a luxury resort and
considers a path of her own.

Metin Hüseyin, Directed by

Mosquito Coast

The Damage Done

While venturing deep into the jungle, Allie and Margot reveal the truth about how they became fugitives
from the U.S. government.

Stefan Schwartz, Directed by

Mosquito Coast

Dead Totems

Charlie and Allie trek through the jungle to uncover Guillermo’s secret. Margot learns Richard’s true
intentions at Casa Roja.

Marisol Adler, Directed by

New Amsterdam

Falling

When Sharpe unexpectedly returns to New York, Max escapes to the wilderness on a corporate retreat.

Peter Horton, Directed by

New Amsterdam

How Can I Help?

In the series finale, everyone’s story reaches a surprising yet inevitable conclusion.

Michael Slovis, Directed by

The Night Agent

The Call

While working the night action desk, FBI agent Peter receives a distress call and is soon put in charge of
protecting cybersecurity expert Rose.

Seth Gordon, Directed by



The Night Agent

Fathers

Season Finale. With lives at stake, the group tries to stop a nefarious plot before it's too late. In the
aftermath, Peter confronts the past and begins a new chapter.

Millicent Shelton, Directed by

9-1-1: Lone Star

Double Trouble

The 126 race to rescue a woman with an arrow shot into her head. Judd is doubly surprised by news Wyatt
shares. Mateo helps a family member in need and comes to regret it.

Bradley Buecker, Directed by

9-1-1: Lone Star

Open

Owen is shocked by a secret Kendra has been keeping from him. Grace confronts her father about his past
infidelity.

John Gray, Directed by

1923

1923

1923 follows a new generation of Duttons. Jacob quashes a dispute between cattle ranchers and sheep
herders. Cara informs Liz of the sacrifices of marrying into the Dutton family. Meanwhile, another Dutton
finds himself far from home.

Ben Richardson, Directed by

The Old Man

I

When Dan Chase's past catches up to him, he must flee the town he's called home for three decades.

Jon Watts, Directed by

One Of Us Is Lying

Simon Says Ho Ho Ho!

As Bayview celebrates the holidays, the Murder Club makes a difficult and shocking decision.

Roxanne Benjamin, Directed by

The Orville: New Horizons

Domino

The creation of a powerful new weapon puts the Orville crew — and the entire Union — in a political and
ethical quandary.

Jon Cassar, Directed by



The Orville: New Horizons

A Tale Of Two Topas

Tensions between Kelly and the Moclans result when she helps Topa prepare for the Union Point entrance
exam.

Seth MacFarlane, Directed by

Outer Banks

Secret Of The Gnomon

The Pogues' search for El Dorado brings them deep into the jungle, where John B and Sarah face the
ultimate test of their courage and family bonds.

Jonas Pate, Directed by

Outer Banks

Tapping The Rudder

Rafe lays his cards on the table and Sarah calls in two favors. JJ's unorthodox plan to get to South America
lands John B in hot water.

Valerie Weiss, Directed by

P-Valley

Jackson

Mercedes and her pregnant daughter Terricka grapple with abandonment issues and personal choice on a
journey to the last abortion clinic in Jackson, Mississippi. While Lil’ Murder seeks refuge at Uncle Clifford’s
house, struggling with who he is allowed to be, and finally re-consummating their relationship with
vulnerability.

Jennifer Arnold, Directed by

P-Valley

Mississippi Rule

It’s the big finale, y’all. New beginnings and endings abound in Chucalissa.

Katori Hall, Directed by

P-Valley

Pussyland

Still reeling from the events of Murda Night, the Pynk family faces off against a new foe: Rona.

Barbara Brown, Directed by

Paper Girls

Growing Pains

While delivering newspapers early one morning in 1988, four girls who have nothing in common are forced
to work together to survive when something odd lands in their suburb.

Georgi Banks-Davies, Directed by



Peaky Blinders

Lock And Key

The mole learns when and where Arthur will be alone. Fresh out of prison, Michael sets out on his mission.
Finn's loyalty to the Shelbys is tested.

Anthony Byrne, Directed by

The Peripheral

Pilot

Flynne Fisher is stuck in a small town working a menial job, supporting her veteran brother Burton and
ailing mother. A brilliant gamer, Flynne helps Burton beta test an advanced video game. After Flynne
witnesses a crime and discovers it’s an alternate reality, contract killers move in on their home.

Vincenzo Natali, Directed by

Perry Mason

Chapter Fifteen

Facing career-ending accusations and potential jailtime, Perry must turn to Strickland to stay ahead of the
prosecution – and Lydell. With the Gallardos’ fate in the balance, Della presses Hamilton for answers, while
Paul enlists Clara to infiltrate a wealthy white suburb in pursuit of the truth.

Nina Lopez-Corrado, Directed by

The Power

The Day Of The Girls

Tunde documents a growing Saudi protest after a young woman is beaten for her EOD. Violence breaks
out. At the convent, Sister Veronica wants Allie to leave, but she fights back after saving Luanne during a
seizure. Roxy and her brothers pursue one of the men who killed her mother.

Lisa Gunning, Directed by
Shannon Murphy, Directed by

The Power

Scarlet Minnow

In Seattle, Rob passes classified documents to a reporter friend; Margot wants Jos’ EOD; Matty watches
Urbandox. In Carpathia, Tatiana, an Olympic hopeful and her younger sister Zoia have bleak futures:
Tatiana marries President Moskalev and Zoia is imprisoned in a sex trafficking ring. They each plot to get
EOD.

Ugla Hauksdóttir, Directed by

Power Book II: Ghost

A Last Gift

Tariq scrambles to get ahead of information that could incriminate the drug organization and jeopardize his
family’s safety. The feds double down and set their sights on a new target to aid their investigation.

Brendan Walsh, Directed by



Power Book III: Raising Kanan

If Y'Don't Know, Now Y'Know

Decidedly his own man, Kanan strays further from his mother and sets up shop on his own on the corners
of South Jamaica. Worried about retaliation, Raq questions Unique. Lou’s rift with Raq grows when he
makes a discovery.

Rob Hardy, Directed by

Quantum Leap

Family Style

When Ben leaps into an Indian family to try and prevent their beloved family restaurant from burning
down, he finds an emotional connection with their matriarch through memories of his own. Magic and Jenn
share a surprising revelation with Ian.

Deborah M. Pratt, Directed by

Quantum Leap

Judgment Day

Ben’s final leap of the season takes him closer to home than he ever expected. The team faces the
ultimate showdown with Leaper X as they battle for the future of the Quantum Leap project and their lives.

Chris Grismer, Directed by

Quantum Leap

Let Them Play

Ben leaps into the body of a high school basketball coach, whose daughter is trans and on his team. He
races to save her before she is harmed by herself or someone else as she deals with with the prejudices
she and her family face from her school and community.

Morenike Joela Evans, Directed by
Shakina Nayfack, Directed by

Queen Charlotte: A Bridgerton Story

Crown Jewels

Charlotte demands a declaration from George ahead of the future king's arrival. Lady Danbury and Princess
Augusta cross swords over the Great Experiment.

Tom Verica, Directed by

Queen Sugar

For They Existed

As the series comes to a close, the Bordelons make one final attempt to get their land back.

Ava DuVernay, Directed by



Queen Sugar

We Can Be

With Violet's support, Betty comes to St. Josephine to take back her land and reunite with her daughter.
Plus, Ralph Angel speaks before the USDA, Micah meets with an investor, and Nova receives sad news.

DeMane Davis, Directed by

Queer As Folk

Pretend You’re Someone Else

The gang rides on a Mardi Gras float, where Brodie and Ruthie find they cannot escape each other -- or
their past; Mingus finds solace in sex; Marvin butts heads with Ali and Shar; Noah brings Julian to lunch
with his dad.

Ingrid Jungermann, Directed by

Queer As Folk

Problemática

Brodie considers his impact on his friends’ lives; Noah and Julian host a dinner; Mingus gets shocking
news; Bussey makes a big decision; Ruthie bonds with the twins; Shar makes a surprising connection.

Stephen Dunn, Directed by

Rabbit Hole

The Algorithms Of Control

Weir's traumatic history is brought to light, along with the origin of his friendship with Valence and their
career in corporate espionage. In the present, Weir and Hailey's tenuous relationship begins to thaw, but
does her story add up? Not according to the newly resurfaced operative, Dr. Ben Wilson.

Glenn Ficarra, Directed by
John Requa, Directed by

Rabbit Hole

Tom

Homm begins to unravel how Intaverse ties in with Crowley's master plan as Crowley's forces start to close
in. Hailey tries in vain to get Weir, who is continually distracted by the puzzle of Valence’s death, to trust
her. Agent Madi investigates Liv for possible clues. Ben has a secret.

Dan Attias, Directed by

Reasonable Doubt

Can't Knock The Hustle

Jax Stewart, a brilliant and fearless defense attorney in Los Angeles, juggles work, family, friends, and a
complicated personal life while bucking the justice system every chance she gets as she’s faced with a
potential high-profile client.

Kerry Washington, Directed by



The Recruit

I.N.A.S.I.A.L.

Thrown into the deep end during his first week at the CIA, rookie lawyer Owen Hendricks quickly gets in
over his head when he uncovers a possible threat.

Doug Liman, Directed by

The Recruit

W.T.F.I.O.H.

The mission with Max takes a dangerous turn as complications arise, bullets fly — and Owen's personal and
professional lives collide.

Julian Holmes, Directed by

Resident Evil

Revelations

With Umbrella forces closing in, Jade encourages the use of a monstrous weapon. Teenage Jade enlists
Simon on a fateful mission into Umbrella's HQ.

Rachel Goldberg, Directed by

Riches

The Master's Tools

Andre makes good on his promise and finds an investor for Claudia. Meanwhile, Nina and Claudia vie for
shareholders’ votes in their bids for control of the business. A damning article leaves Nina exposed and
more discoveries emerge during the vote. An uncomfortable truth surfaces for Wanda.

Abby Ajayi, Directed by

The Rookie

Under Siege

After one of their own is shot, the team suffers a series of close calls and come to realize that their division
may be a target for a group of masked assailants.

Bill Roe, Directed by

The Rookie: Feds

Payback

Garza and his team are on the hunt for a ruthless gang leader on a mission for revenge. Atlas comes to
town to reconnect with Laura, but the two cannot seem to see eye-to-eye, while Simone and Carter
grapple with letting go of old grudges.

Robert Bella, Directed by



The Rookie: Feds

The Silent Prisoner

A mysterious caller threatens to reveal a leaked list of undercover FBI agents if a prisoner is not released.
Simone enlists John Nolan to help her remodel Cutty's garage into a living space; and Brendon, ready to
confess his feelings to Antoinette, discovers she has feelings for someone else.

Michael Goi, Directed by

The Rookie: Feds

Standoff

When a father and daughter are kidnapped on Thanksgiving, the team discovers a hostage situation
involving police deputies; Laura and Brendon search for a nanny cam that could reveal the identify of the
kidnapper.

PJ Pesce, Directed by

S.W.A.T.

Thai Hard

During a trip to Bangkok to train alongside Thailand’s premiere S.W.A.T. team, Hondo and his former
military buddy Joe (guest star Sean Maguire) stumble upon a wide-ranging heroin operation with ties to
Los Angeles and find themselves on the run from a powerful drug kingpin.

Billy Gierhart, Directed by

Saint X

A Lovely Nowhere

The Thomas family arrive on Saint X for a seemingly idyllic trip. In present day Brooklyn, Emily has a
surprise encounter with someone from her past. The genesis of Gogo and Edwin's friendship is shown.

Dee Rees, Directed by

The Sandman

24/7

With Morpheus caught off guard, John settles in at a diner to watch the people around him — and put his
theory about truth and lies to a terrifying test.

Jamie Childs, Directed by

The Sandman

Sleep Of The Just

While searching for an escaped nightmare in the waking world, Morpheus falls prey to Roderick Burgess,
an occultist looking to summon and imprison Death.

Mike Barker, Directed by



School Spirits

My So-Called Death

While acclimating to purgatory at Split River High, Maddie becomes determined to solve the mystery of her
disappearance. While observing those she left behind, Maddie begins to realize everyone is not as honest
and loyal as she once thought.

Max Winkler, Directed by

SEAL Team

Fair Winds And Following Seas

Reeling from a devastating loss, Bravo must fight their way out of hostile territory.

Christopher Chulack, Directed by

SEAL Team

Phantom Pattern

Bravo works with the YPJ to suss out who is responsible for the bombing of the U.S.S. Crampton while
struggling to accept their newest Team Member.

David Boreanaz, Directed by

See

I See You

Series finale. Baba and Ranger infiltrate Sibeth’s camp, determined to stop her and Tormada once and for
all.

Anders Engström, Directed by

The Serpent Queen

Medici Bitch

Queen Catherine begins to tell the story of her life to Rahima, a servant girl, revealing how she came to
enter the French Royal Court at the age of 14.

Stacie Passon, Directed by

Servant

Awake

Sean and Julian open up about a secret.

M. Night Shyamalan, Directed by

Shadow And Bone

Meet You In The Meadow

As Alina reels over the staggering cost to harness the Firebird's power, Kirigan readies his army for a
ferocious battle pitting Grisha against Grisha.

Mairzee Almas, Directed by



Shadow And Bone

No Shelter But Me

On the run and plagued by nightmares, Alina finds a moment of peace with Mal. Trouble awaits Kaz, Inej
and Jesper upon their return to Ketterdam.

Bola Ogun, Directed by

Shantaram

All The Way From There Just To Get To Here

Season Finale. Kavita’s article goes to print, causing an all-out battle. Lin seizes an opportunity to escape.

Iain B. MacDonald, Directed by

Shantaram

Like In The Time Of Cholera

Karla nurses a deliriously sick Lin back to health, complicating things between them even more. Lin seeks
Khader’s help, much to Qasim Ali’s disdain.

Bronwen Hughes, Directed by

Shantaram

Strange Bedfellows

When a catastrophe hits Sagar Wada, Lin steps in as the community’s doctor. Zhou’s ambitions rise, and
Khader pulls Lin into the fold.

Bharat Nalluri, Directed by

Slow Horses

Old Scores

Season Finale. Lamb and Katinsky go head-to-head. Ho finds himself trapped on a train with a Russian
assassin.

Jeremy Lovering, Directed by

Snowfall

The Struggle

The Snowfall saga comes to an end.

Alonso Alvarez-Barreda, Directed by

Star Trek: Picard

The Last Generation

In a desperate last stand, Jean-Luc Picard and generations of crews both old and new fight together to
save the galaxy from the greatest threat they’ve ever faced as the saga of Star Trek: The Next Generation
comes to a conclusion.

Terry Matalas, Directed by



Star Trek: Picard

No Win Scenario

With time running out, Picard, Riker and crew must confront the sins of their past and heal fresh wounds,
while the Titan, dead in the water, drifts helplessly toward certain destruction within a mysterious space
anomaly.

Jonathan Frakes, Directed by

Station 19

We Build Then We Break

After a terrifying lightning strike, the Station 19 crew works overtime to extinguish the fire at Meredith
Grey's home. Meanwhile, Maya is rushed to Grey-Sloan Memorial Hospital due to a medical emergency.

Peter Paige, Directed by

Stranger Things

Chapter Nine: The Piggyback

With selfless hearts and a clash of metal, heroes fight from every corner of the battlefield to save Hawkins
— and the world itself.

The Duffer Brothers, Directed by

Succession

America Decides

On election night, Tom tries to manage an increasingly chaotic newsroom, while Kendall, Shiv, and Roman
spar over the consequences of the result – for themselves, the company, and the country.

Andrij Parekh, Directed by

Succession

Connor's Wedding

While Logan doles out an unsavory task ahead of his trip to meet Matsson, Connor fixates on minutia at his
wedding.

Mark Mylod, Directed by

Succession

Living+

Ahead of Investor Day, Shiv weighs a proposal from Matsson, while Kendall and Roman each try to match
Logan’s volatile leadership style.

Lorene Scafaria, Directed by

The Summer I Turned Pretty

Summer Love

The debutante ball is here, but Belly’s big night is almost ruined when Jeremiah learns the secret his
mother has been keeping all summer. When Belly’s left alone on the dance floor, someone else steps in to
save the day.

Erica Dunton, Directed by



Surface

Ictus

Sophie’s physical wounds have healed, but she’s still plagued by memory loss and a feeling that her life is
not as it seems.

Sam Miller, Directed by

Tell Me Lies

Merry F*cking Christmas

Lucy and Stephen go home for winter break and deal with family tension. Meanwhile, Lucy uncovers a
secret.

Sam Boyd, Directed by

The Terminal List

The Engram

Series premiere. After the murder of his entire platoon, Navy Seal Commander James Reece returns home
with conflicting memories and questions about his culpability. When James is attacked by two assassins
during an MRI, the gun they use is from his safe. He races home to check on his family.

Antoine Fuqua, Directed by

Three Pines

White Out - Part 1

Gamache earns the displeasure of General Director Francoeur when he ignores his superior’s orders and
begins investigating the disappearance of Blue Two-Rivers. As a punishment, he’s dispatched to the remote
village of Three Pines to investigate the murder of a wealthy socialite named CC de Poitiers.

Sam Donovan, Directed by

Tom Clancy’s Jack Ryan

Falcon

Season 3 premiere: Jack Ryan investigates a secret plan to restore the Soviet Empire through war,
embarking on a dangerous op helped by Rome Station Chief Elizabeth Wright and Head of Russia House
James Greer. Meanwhile, an assassination on home soil forces Czech President Alena Kovac into a
dangerous position.

Jann Turner, Directed by

Truth Be Told

Darkness Declares The Glory Of Light

Poppy finds her relationship with Eva hanging in the balance. Markus and Poppy make a discovery that
challenges their theory.

Fred Toye, Directed by



Truth Be Told

From My Hand The Poison Apple

Markus and Zarina wait for their nightmare to finally end. Poppy weighs having Eva on her podcast to help
expose the suspect.

Alrick Riley, Directed by

Truth Be Told

Never Take Your Eyes Off Her

With the clock ticking, Poppy desperately looks for clues to Trini’s whereabouts, leaning on Eva as a
resource.

Bille Woodruff, Directed by

Truth Be Told

Unto The Sweet Bird’s Throat

Poppy focuses her next podcast on the neglected issue of missing Black girls in Oakland as she tries to
locate a friend’s teen daughter.

Mikkel Nørgaard, Directed by

The Umbrella Academy

Meet The Family

After averting a doomsday in Dallas, the Umbrella siblings return to a very different Academy — now ruled
by the powerful and hostile Sparrows.

Jeremy Webb, Directed by

Vampire Academy

Ascension

The citizens of the Dominion must come together to face their greatest threat yet; Rose and Lissa make a
fateful decision.

Geoffrey Wing Shotz, Directed by

Vikings: Valhalla

Birth And Rebirth

Harald learns a devastating secret. The group encounters a dangerous stranger. Harekr reveals his true
intentions for the future to Freydis in Jomsborg.

Jan Matthys, Directed by

Vikings: Valhalla

The Reckoning

Leif says a painful goodbye. Harald's new love is not what she seems. A key battle comes to an end, but
the war to rule over Norway is just beginning.

Emer Conroy, Directed by



Vikings: Valhalla

The Thaw

Follow-up series to Vikings set 100 years later and focusing on the adventures of Leif Erikson, Freydis,
Harald Hardrada, and the Norman King William the Conqueror.

Monika Mitchell, Directed by

Waco: The Aftermath

Reckoning

Gary finds himself under a ticking clock, hoping to prevent another disaster. The fate of the Branch
Davidians is revealed as the trial concludes. Vernon returns to Mount Carmel, now the self-appointed
prophet, David Koresh. Series finale.

John Erick Dowdle, Directed by
Drew Dowdle, Directed by

The Walking Dead

Rest In Peace

Daryl and Carol rush Judith to the hospital; Rosita, Eugene, and Gabriel search for Coco; Maggie and
Negan take arms against Pamela; the heroes assemble for one last stand.

Greg Nicotero, Directed by

The Way Home

It’s The End Of The World As We Know It

While Alice finds herself at a Y2K New Years Eve party to support her best friend in the aftermath of her
little brother’s disappearance, Kat discovers a new mystery about her father when her mother, Del,
inadvertently reveals a long-buried secret.

Shamim Sarif, Directed by

The Way Home

Mothers And Daughters

After Kat Landry moves home to small town New Brunswick with teen daughter, Alice, to live with her
estranged mother, Del, three generations of a family torn apart by loss get an unexpected second chance…
when Alice falls through time and befriends her own mom as a teenager in 1999.

Grant Harvey, Directed by

Welcome To Hope

Forgiveness Heals

John tries to act as though everything is normal, but Abe is looking for someone to blame for the Potter
family misfortunes.

Candice Cain, Directed by



Westworld

The Auguries

Hello again. Don’t worry about a thing. It’s all in your head.

Richard J. Lewis, Directed by

Westworld

Fidelity

Caleb attempts to escape from Charlotte's brutal interrogation, and uncovers a disturbing reality. Bernard
and C make their way to the resistance hideout, only to find a spy in their midst.

Andrew Seklir, Directed by

Westworld

Generation Loss

Should auld acquaintance be forgot and days of auld lang syne?

Paul Cameron, Directed by

The White Lotus

Arrivederci

Hoping to help Lucia, Albie asks Dominic for a karmic payment. With Portia still unreachable, Tanya grows
increasingly wary of Quentin’s motives. Consumed with doubts, Ethan confronts Cameron…and gets
unexpected advice from Daphne. After an eventful night, Valentina gives Mia a chance.

Mike White, Directed by

Will Trent

Bill Black

Will goes undercover to identify a notorious drug lord. Angie encounters a monster from her past.

Howard Deutch, Directed by

Will Trent

Manhunt

When a convicted criminal takes Faith hostage and is accused of murder it’s up to Will and Ormewood to
discover some evidence which could prove their innocence. Meanwhile, Angie struggles with sobriety when
she finds out her former abuser is free.

Eric Dean Seaton, Directed by

Will Trent

Nothing Changed Except For Everything

Will learns about his mom, while he and his partner Angie are learning that they are being targeted by the
latest serial killer.

Oliver Bokelberg, Directed by



Will Trent

Unable To Locate

When the GBI discovers that a neo-Nazi organization is planning an attack, they prioritize the case to
protect innocent people; Betty finds something Angie didn't want Will to discover.

Patricia Cardoso, Directed by

Wolf Pack

From A Spark To A Flame

A California wildfire traps a bus full of high school students, including Everett and Blake, who have an
encounter with something lurking in the flames; Luna and Harlan cross the fire line in a desperate search
for their missing Park Ranger father.

Jason Ensler, Directed by

Wu-Tang: An American Saga

Liquid Swords

For the third allegorical movie of the season, we follow GZA, who takes on the persona of The Genius as he
journeys through an alternate reality New York City to unite the people using the music from his debut solo
album, Liquid Swords.

The RZA, Directed by

Yellowjackets

Burial

Sometimes the best therapy is cranking the hits to 11; exploring 11 o'clock theatrical birdcore numbers,
flower duets and a classic live record; in the wilderness, coach Scott does a Karl Havoc impression for an
unimpressed Misty.

Anya Adams, Directed by

Yellowjackets

Edible Complex

Breaking off that friendship with the person who keeps ghosting you isn’t always easy. Tai speeds through
an unexpected reunion, Nat shacks up with Lottie and Misty encounters a riddle wrapped in an enigma
dressed in cargo shorts.

Ben Semanoff, Directed by

Yellowjackets

Qui

Trapped inside on a snow day, the Yellowjackets revisit the highlights, humiliations and traumas of Health
Class. Tai and Van help each other kindly rewind, Misty explores joining a classic Cosmic American tribute
band, Lisa helps Natalie carp the day, and Shauna gets a pop-quiz on her cookie-reading assignment.

Liz Garbus, Directed by



Yellowjackets

Storytelling

Everything’s about to get really wild(erness), and we’re so excited and so, so scared to find out who paid
attention to what lessons and when. So, on the count of three, you may pick up your pencil, open your
testing booklet, and start this finale exam. One… Two… Season finale.

Karyn Kusama, Directed by

Yellowstone

Horses In Heaven

John makes swift changes at the Capitol; later, he receives some advice from Senator Perry; the venom
between Jamie and Beth reaches a boiling point.

Christina Alexandra Voros, Directed by

Yellowstone

One Hundred Years Is Nothing

John Dutton is sworn in as Governor of Montana; as he settles into the powers of his new office, he makes
bold moves to protect Yellowstone from his opponents.

Stephen Kay, Directed by

You

The Death Of Jonathan Moore

With love and loss weighing heavily on his mind, Joe commits a final act in hopes of never walking down
the same path again.

Harry Jierjian, Directed by

Your Honor

Part Eleven

Picking up in the aftermath of a terrible accident, a grieving Michael Desiato is beyond hope. After fleeing
the scene, Eugene is aided by unlikely benefactors. Jimmy Baxter looks to expand his criminal empire,
while Gina Baxter channels her anger over her dead son.

Peter Sollett, Directed by

Your Honor

Part Twenty

Michael (Bryan Cranston) exposes shocking information that impacts everyone. A revelation pushes Fia to
make a life-altering decision. Big Mo proposes a deal with Jimmy Baxter. Gina makes a move of her own.
Season finale.

Rosemary Rodriguez, Directed by

End of Category



Outstanding Directing For A Limited Or Anthology Series Or Movie

Accused

Ava's Story

After a married couple discovers their newborn is deaf, they elect to try and correct the baby’s disability
through a surgical procedure. But when their surrogate – who also happens to be deaf – learns the news,
she kidnaps the baby in an attempt to protect her.

Marlee Matlin, Directed by

Accused

Brenda's Story

When an acerbic female stand-up comic is assaulted by a fellow comic, she uses her platform to try the
case in the court of public opinion, resulting in unintended consequences.

Julie Hébert, Directed by

Accused

Jack's Story

A teacher is accused of a crime when he helps a student cross state lines to get an abortion.

Michael Chiklis, Directed by

Accused

Robyn's Story

As a man, Kevin is shy and mild-mannered; onstage, she’s Robyn Banks, a fierce drag queen who’s all
confidence and charisma. But when Kevin falls for a closeted guy secretly living a double life, their
whirlwind affair leads to devastating consequences.

Billy Porter, Directed by

Accused

Scott's Story

A successful brain surgeon with a seemingly perfect family faces the limits of unconditional love when he
discovers his teenage son may be planning a violent attack at the school.

Michael Cuesta, Directed by

Adult Swim Yule Log

An innocent Yule Log video transforms into an impossible to predict horror film as a barrage of terrors
(including the titular flying yule log) besiege a group of vacationers in this live action feature film.

Casper Kelly, Directed by

American Horror Stories

Dollhouse

A job interview goes horribly wrong.

Loni Peristere, Directed by



American Horror Stories

Lake

A mysterious drowning uncovers secrets at the bottom of the lake.

Tessa Blake, Directed by

American Horror Story: NYC

Something's Coming

Mysterious deaths and disappearances ramp up in the city. A doctor makes a frightening discovery, and a
local reporter becomes tomorrow's headline.

John J. Gray, Directed by

An Amish Sin

A young Amish woman struggles to find the self respect that will empower her to escape the abuse she
suffers at the hands of her family and community.

Michael Nankin, Directed by

Beauty And The Beast: A 30th Celebration

In honor of the 30th anniversary of the animated classic, this animated and live-action blended special
showcases the fan-favorite movie, along with new musical performances, sets and costumes inspired by
the classic story.

Hamish Hamilton, Directed by

Beef

Figures Of Light

The consequences of their actions leave Danny and Amy in a surreal situation that tests their grasp on
reality.

Lee Sung Jin, Directed by

Beef

The Great Fabricator

Danny moves from fear into panic as new crises arise. Willing to do whatever it takes to keep June safe,
Amy devises a perilous scheme.

Jake Schreier, Directed by

The Best Man: The Final Chapters

Pieces Of Us

The friends help Lance as he grapples with a family crisis; at Quentin's, ugly truths unfurl right before a
huge celebration; Harper and Robyn struggle to redefine their relationship; Jordan considers the road less
traveled; Shelby considers reality.

Malcolm D. Lee, Directed by



Black Bird

Pilot

Jimmy Keene is living in the fast lane—until he gets a 10-year prison sentence. Behind bars, he’s
approached about a high-stakes deal for freedom.

Michaël Roskam, Directed by

Black Bird

The Place I Lie

Jimmy's mounting fear and paranoia compel him to provoke Larry. McCauley and Miller have a
breakthrough. Larry's therapist grows concerned.

Joe Chappelle, Directed by

Black Bird

WhatsHerName

In the aftermath of a prison riot, Jimmy and Larry find themselves with time to learn more about each
other.

Jim McKay, Directed by

Blackjack Christmas

A widow lost in heartache cancels Christmas as her gambling habit spirals out of control but family and a
romance will be her salvation when the chips are down.

Victoria Rowell, Directed by

Boston Strangler

A true-crime thriller about two female reporters who became the first journalists to connect the Boston
Strangler murders of the 1960s. Loretta McLaughlin and Jean Cole bravely pursued the story at great
personal risk, putting their own lives on the line in their quest to uncover the truth.

Matt Ruskin, Directed by

Chloe

There Is A Light

Lonely, Becky spends her life on Chloe’s social media, always on the outside looking in, until the sudden
death of her ex-best friend pulls her into a frenzy to discover the truth behind her death.

Alice Seabright, Directed by

A Christmas Story Christmas

Ralphie is all grown up in this sequel to the annual holiday favorite in which he must deal with Christmas
and all that comes with it, now as a dad. Peter Billingsley returns to the role that has made kids of all ages
anticipate Christmas morning like no other.

Clay Kaytis, Directed by



A Christmas... Present

Maggie (Candace Cameron Bure) wants to give her brother, Paul (Paul Fitzgerald), and niece the best
Christmas possible after the death of Paul's wife. Though Maggie’s desire is to aid her brother, his faith and
parenting style help Maggie understand the need for faith and closeness in her own family.

Lesley Demetriades, Directed by

Colosseum

Gladiators

In 80 AD Emperor Titus opens the Colosseum with 100 days of spectacular games, including one of the
most famous gladiatorial matches in Rome’s history. After bonding within their training school, two
gladiators–barbarian Priscus and Rome’s champion, Verus–must now fight to the death in front of 50,000
spectators.

Roel Reiné, Directed by

Dahmer - Monster: The Jeffrey Dahmer Story

Bad Meat

After throwing his neighbor off the stench coming from his apartment, Jeff heads to a local bar, where a
stranger takes him up on a tempting offer.

Carl Franklin, Directed by

Dahmer - Monster: The Jeffrey Dahmer Story

Silenced

Aspiring model Tony moves to Madison and meets Jeff at a bar, beginning a relationship through
handwritten notes that takes a dark turn.

Paris Barclay, Directed by

Daisy Jones And The Six

Track 1: Come And Get It (Pilot)

Daisy Jones is a disaffected teenager amid the 1970s Sunset Strip rock scene. In suburban Pennsylvania,
Billy Dunne and his brother form a band with friends, desperate to escape. When Billy meets Daisy, her
talent and his ambition will change their lives.

James Ponsoldt, Directed by

Daisy Jones And The Six

Track 10: Rock ‘N’ Roll Suicide

Series finale. Daisy Jones & The Six perform to a sold-out crowd at Soldier Field in Chicago. Behind the
scenes there is heartbreak, for Daisy, Billy and Camila, for Karen and Graham and for Eddie. This is the
story of that fateful day- and how their lives were forever changed.

Nzingha Stewart, Directed by



Daisy Jones And The Six

Track 7: She's Gone

As her relationship with Bernie deepens, Simone struggles with coming out as a couple while building a
following in New York City’s nascent disco scene. An SOS telegram from Daisy sends Simone and Bernie to
Greece, where they discover that Daisy plans to marry Irish nobility, blowing off the tour.

Will Graham, Directed by

Dead Ringers

Five

The Mantle Twins take a trip to open Birthing Center Number 2 and spend the evening with Susan Parker's
surprising family.

Karyn Kusama, Directed by

Dead Ringers

One

Meet the Mantle twins. Beverly (updo) is put-together, shy, quiet. Elliot (hair down) is eccentric, sporadic,
emotional. Beverly miscarries again. The twins secretly switch when Beverly is about to examine television
star Genevieve Cotard. Later, Elliott, Beverly and Joseph meet with heiress Rebecca Parker about investing
in their birthing center.

Sean Durkin, Directed by

Do Revenge

After a clandestine run-in, Drea (Alpha, fallen it girl) and Eleanor (beta, new alt girl) team up to go after
each other’s tormentors.

Jennifer Kaytin Robinson, Directed by

Documentary Now!

Soldier Of Illusion Part 1 (1983)

In the early 1980s, a visionary German filmmaker tries to will his magnum opus into existence while
working in the remote, punishing conditions of the Russian Ular mountains.

Alex Buono, Directed by
Rhys Thomas, Directed by

Dog Gone

When his beloved dog goes missing, a young man embarks on an incredible search with his parents to find
him and give him life-saving medication.

Stephen Herek, Directed by

Dolly Parton's Mountain Magic Christmas

Follow Dolly's desire to uplift an exhausted world's spirits by sharing the unique mountain magic.
Throughout the chaos, Dolly finds herself taking a journey guided by the mysterious appearances of her
Three Wise Mountain Men.

Joe Lazarov, Directed by



Don't Make Me Go

Don’t Make Me Go follows a single father and his reluctant teenage daughter as they embark on an
unforgettable cross country road trip, discovering new levels of their love for each other and the
unexpected twists and turns life has in store.

Hannah Marks, Directed by

Echoes

Falls

Leni and Gina are identical twins who have secretly swapped their lives since they were children,
culminating in a double life as adults, but one of the sisters goes missing and everything in their perfectly
schemed world turns into chaos.

Valerie Heather Weiss, Directed by

Echoes

Fire

In the midst of an intense investigation, Sheriff Floss brings both sisters in for questioning, and Leni and
Gina tell two very different stories.

Anna Mastro, Directed by

The English

An aristocratic Englishwoman, Lady Cornelia Locke, and a Pawnee ex-cavalry scout, Eli Whipp, come
together in 1890 mid-America to cross a violent landscape built on dreams and blood.

Hugo Blick, Directed by

Extrapolations

2047: The Fifth Question

As Miami’s waters rise, Rabbi Zucker gets an intriguing offer from the father (David Schwimmer) of a
young woman preparing for her bat mitzvah.

Gregory Jacobs, Directed by

Extrapolations

2066: Lola

Natasha (Gemma Chan), a single mom in London, braves the world of artificial companionship, until she
rents a partner (Tahar Rahim) she can’t forget.

Scott Z. Burns, Directed by

Extrapolations

2068: The Going-Away Party

Auggie (Forest Whitaker) and Sylvie (Marion Cotillard) throw an intimate New Year’s Eve party where he
makes a surprise announcement.

Nicole Holofcener, Directed by



Father Of The Bride

Brimming with love, food, music and fun, Father of the Bride is a modern rom-com updated from the
timeless classic that shows the surprising ways the heart can adapt in the name of love.

Gaz Alazraki, Directed by

Fire Island

Set in the iconic Fire Island Pines, Fire Island is an unapologetic, modern day rom-com inspired by Jane
Austen’s Pride and Prejudice. The story centers around two best friends who set out to have a legendary
week-long summer vacation with the help of cheap rosé and eclectic friends.

Andrew Ahn, Directed by

Five Days At Memorial

Day One

Hurricane Katrina makes landfall in New Orleans. At Memorial Hospital, the doctors, nurses, and staff tend
to patients and brace for the storm.

John Ridley, Directed by

Five Days At Memorial

Day Three

As the city floods, the hospital loses power. Mulderick and the staff attempt to cope with the terrible
conditions and prepare for an evacuation.

Carlton Cuse, Directed by

Fleishman Is In Trouble

The Liver

Seth throws a party.

Shari Springer Berman, Directed by
Robert Pulcini, Directed by

Fleishman Is In Trouble

Me-Time

Libby learns of previously unknown dimensions to the Fleishman divorce.

Valerie Faris, Directed by
Jonathan Dayton, Directed by

Florida Man

The Realest Goddamned Place On Earth

Ex-cop Mike seizes an opportunity to pay off his gambling debts and heads to Florida, where he reunites
with his dad and makes a startling discovery.

Miguel Arteta, Directed by



Florida Man

Sunk Costs

Moss bails out Mike in an effort to retrieve the treasure from the truck — once and for all. After picking up
on a new clue, Mike seeks a fresh start.

Clark Gregg, Directed by

A Friend Of The Family

Horseback Riding In American Falls

A trusted family friend picks up Jan after school to go horseback riding, but as nightfall looms and they're
still not home, what seemed like a casual afternoon slowly turns nightmarish.

Eliza Hittman, Directed by

A Friend Of The Family

The Mission

The search for Jan escalates as the Brobergs call in the FBI; Jan is tasked with a disturbing life-or-death
responsibility.

Rachel Goldberg, Directed by

George & Tammy

Up and coming singer Tammy Wynette is thrilled when she is selected to open for country music star
George Jones. The two have an undeniable connection, and George hopes to rescue Tammy and begin the
greatest country music partnership of all time.

John Hillcoat, Directed by

Girl In The Closet

Based on real-life events, Girl In the Closet tells the story of 10 year old Cameron, who, after her mother
suffered an aneurysm, was adopted by her Aunt Mia and is soon forced to live in a basement for the next
ten years of her life.

Jaira Thomas, Directed by

Goodnight Mommy

Twin brothers arrive at their Mother’s country home to discover her face covered in bandages—the result,
she explains, of recent cosmetic surgery. As her behavior grows increasingly erratic, a horrifying thought
takes root in the boys’ minds: the sinking suspicion that the woman beneath the gauze isn’t their mother.

Matt Sobel, Directed by

Great Expectations

Episode 3

Having left his life in Gravesend, Pip has a brutal introduction to London, working for Mr. Jaggers.
Meanwhile Estella discovers a plan of Miss Havisham’s.

Brady Hood, Directed by



Guillermo Del Toro's Cabinet Of Curiosities

The Autopsy

A seasoned sheriff investigates a dead body in the woods and calls on an old pal, a medical examiner, to
help piece together a series of chilling events.

David Prior, Directed by

Guillermo Del Toro's Cabinet Of Curiosities

The Murmuring

Mourning a major loss, ornithologists Nancy and Edgar flock to a secluded home to study birds, but the
house's history reveals heartbreak and horror.

Jennifer Kent, Directed by

Hocus Pocus 2

It’s been 29 years since someone lit the Black Flame Candle and resurrected the wicked 17th-century
Sanderson sisters, and they are looking for revenge. A live-action comedy and haunting sequel to the
Halloween classic which brings back the delightfully wicked Sanderson sisters for more comedic mayhem.

Anne Fletcher, Directed by

Honor Society

Honor is an ambitious high school senior focused on getting into an Ivy League college...assuming she can
first score a recommendation from her guidance counselor. Honor concocts a Machiavellian-like plan to
take down her student competitors, until things take a turn when she unexpectedly falls for her biggest
competition.

Oran Zegman, Directed by

Hotel For The Holidays

Georgia is manager of NY’s most charming hotel, Hotel Fontaine. She navigates romantic entanglements as
she is caught between the hotel chef and a charming prince staying at the hotel over the holidays. In the
days leading up to Christmas, the hotel's staff and eclectic guests find love, friendship, inspiration.

Ron Oliver, Directed by

Intimate Apparel (Great Performances)

Premiered in 2022, the opera was a product of the Metropolitan Opera / Lincoln Center Theater New Works
Program.

Gary Halvorson, Directed by

Irma Vep

The Severed Head

When disillusioned actress Mira Harberg arrives in Paris for the coveted role of iconic villainous Irma Vep in
a remake of The Vampires, an encounter with her former lover Laurie reignites dormant passions.
Meanwhile, the project’s director René Vidal struggles as production woes threaten to derail his vision.

Olivier Assayas, Directed by



Jerry & Marge Go Large

Jerry & Marge Go Large is inspired by the remarkable true story of retiree Jerry Selbee, who discovers a
mathematical loophole in the Massachusetts lottery and, with the help of his wife Marge, wins millions and
uses the money to revive their small Michigan town.

David Frankel, Directed by

Kaleidoscope

Green (7 Years Before The Heist)

A sobering diagnosis pushes Leo to break out of prison with help from a cellmate. After an emotional
reunion on the outside, Leo begins plotting revenge.

Robert Townsend, Directed by

Kaleidoscope

White (The Heist)

A master criminal and his crew hatch an elaborate scheme to break into a secure vault, but are forced to
pivot when things don't go according to plan.

Russell Fine, Directed by

Keep Breathing

Arrivals

Desperate to reach Inuvik after her flight is cancelled, New York lawyer Liv Rivera hitches a ride on a small
private plane. Then, disaster strikes.

Maggie Kiley, Directed by

The Last Kingdom: Seven Kings Must Die

In the wake of King Edward's death, Uhtred of Bebbanburg and his comrades adventure across a fractured
kingdom in the hopes of uniting England at last.

Ed Bazalgette, Directed by

The Last Thing He Told Me

Sanctuary

Season finale. Hannah risks everything to protect her family.

Olivia Newman, Directed by

Linked By Love

The Icing On Top

With Eric recovering from his kidney donation, Beverly struggles to stay upbeat while waiting for her
kidney transplant but gets some much-needed encouragement and a special surprise when she attends a
support group at the hospital.

Joe Camareno, Directed by



Little America

The 9th Caller

A Sri Lankan immigrant enters a Texas-sized contest to win a new car. As exhaustion sets in, she recalls
her fraught relationship with her father.

Tinge Krishnan, Directed by

Little America

The Indoor Arm

Season Finale. A woman from El Salvador who is an amputee adjusts to living in Beverly Hills and struggles
to connect with sister's new life.

Patricia Riggen, Directed by

Little America

Mr. Song

A young Korean boy befriends a legendary DJ who gives a much-needed boost to a hat shop owned by the
boy’s family.

Deepa Mehta, Directed by

Love & Death

Ssssshh

Despite Don’s concerns about her mental clarity, Candy testifies that she feared for her life. As they await
the verdict, Pat tells Candy their lives will never be the same.

Lesli Linka Glatter, Directed by

Love Accidentally

Alexa and Jason are competing for a position at an advertising firm when their partners break up with
them. Alexa mistakenly texts Jason, and they start a phone-only relationship. When they meet and the
truth comes out, will true love prevail?

Peter Sullivan, Directed by

Meet Cute

Sheila discovers a nail salon tanning bed is a time machine and travels back to make her boyfriend more
perfect, unaware of how meddling in the past could ruin the future.

Alex Lehmann, Directed by

Mike

Desiree

An 18 year old honor student from a small town in Rhode Island named Desiree Washington accuses Mike
of rape.

Tiffany Johnson, Directed by



Mike

Monster

Cus D'amato discovers Mike at 13, gives him discipline, extremely honed skills and an ego, transforming
Mike into the youngest Heavyweight Champion of all time. But at what cost?

Craig Gillespie, Directed by

Mr. Saturday Night

Mr. Saturday Night: A New Musical Comedy stars Billy Crystal as Buddy Young, Jr., an outrageous and
outspoken comedian who has one last shot at reclaiming the spotlight — and fixing his fractured family —
one hilarious step at a time.

Matthew Diamond, Directed by

Mrs. Davis

Allison Treasures: A Southern California Story

After learning the whereabouts of the Holy Grail, Simone partners with Wiley and the Resistance to heist a
special suit needed for its extraction; the only problem -- the suit is currently in the possession of Simone's
mother, Celeste.

Alethea Jones, Directed by

Mrs. Davis

Great Gatsby 2001: A Space Odyssey

With the Lazarus Shroud secured, Simone and Celeste set sail on a perilous journey in pursuit of the Holy
Grail; Wiley receives an unexpected offer from Mrs. Davis that could rewrite his future.

Frederick E.O. Toye, Directed by

Mrs. Davis

Mother Of Mercy: The Call Of The Horse

A nun is forced to leave her quiet life at a convent when an all-powerful artificial intelligence known as Mrs.
Davis enlists her to complete an epic quest.

Owen Harris, Directed by

Ms. Marvel

Generation Why

Kamala Khan attends Avengercon only to discover that she herself might have superpowers.

Adil & Bilall, Directed by

Ms. Marvel

Time And Again

The bangle reveals to Kamala secrets about her family lineage, as well as the truth behind the Veil.

Sharmeen Obaid-Chinoy, Directed by



My Best Friend's Exorcism

In this darkly comedic horror-thriller set in 1988, teen best friends Abby (Elsie Fisher) and Gretchen
(Amiah Miller) grapple with an otherworldly demon that takes up residence in Gretchen’s body.

Damon Thomas, Directed by

The Noel Diary

Jake returns home at Christmas to settle his mother's estate, he discovers a diary that holds secrets to his
own past and that of Rachel’s - an intriguing woman on a mission of her own. Together, they embark on a
journey to confront their pasts and discover an unexpected future.

Charles Shyer, Directed by

Obi-Wan Kenobi

The story begins 10 years after Jedi Master Obi-Wan Kenobi faced his greatest defeat, the downfall and
corruption of his apprentice, Anakin Skywalker turned Darth Vader. Now hunted by his former padawan,
and tasked with the rescue of young Princess Leia, the series follows Obi-Wan’s journey to regain his faith.

Deborah Chow, Directed by

On A Wing And A Prayer

In this true story of faith and survival, On A Wing And A Prayer follows passenger Doug White’s (Dennis
Quaid) harrowing journey to safely land a plane and save his entire family from insurmountable danger,
after their pilot dies unexpectedly mid-flight.

Sean McNamara, Directed by

Out Of Office

Out Of Office is an ensemble comedy about the blurring lines between working from home and would-
be/should-be private life. The story centers on a young woman (Milana Vayntrub) who finds that keeping
her job is somehow tied to helping her boss (Ken Jeong) navigate his fast-failing marriage.

Paul Lieberstein, Directed by

The Patient

The Cantor's Husband

For Sam, an unexpected decision shows progress towards his goals, but Dr. Strauss demands even more.

Chris Long, Directed by

Paul T. Goldman

The Warrior

With the show’s release approaching, Paul is presented with a new perspective that challenges his story.

Jason Woliner, Directed by

The People We Hate At The Wedding

In this raunchy comedy, dysfunctional American siblings Alice and Paul along with their ever-optimistic
mom, are invited to the British wedding of their estranged half-sister Eloise as a chance to reconnect as –
more or less – adults, and learn to love each other like they once did.

Claire Scanlon, Directed by



Peter Pan & Wendy

A live-action reimagining of the J.M. Barrie novel and 1953 animated classic about Wendy Darling, a young
girl afraid to leave her childhood home behind, who meets Peter Pan, a boy who refuses to grow up, and
embarks on a thrilling and dangerous adventure that will change her life forever.

David Lowery, Directed by

The Portable Door

Interns Paul and Sophie discover that their employers at a mysterious London firm are attempting to
disrupt the world of magic with their unconventional business practices.

Jeffrey Walker, Directed by

Praise This

A young woman with dreams of being a superstar joins an underdog Atlanta choir praise team in the lead
up to the national competition.

Tina Gordon, Directed by

Prey

An all-new action-thriller set in the Comanche Nation 300 years ago and the newest entry in the Predator
franchise about a young woman, a highly-skilled warrior, who stalks a highly-evolved alien predator with a
technically advanced arsenal, resulting in a terrifying showdown between the two adversaries.

Dan Trachtenberg, Directed by

Reality

June 3, 2017. Twenty-five-year-old Reality Winner is confronted at her home by the FBI – a cryptic
conversation begins and soon her life starts to unravel. As more details of Reality’s life are revealed, a
complex portrait emerges of an American millennial, yoga teacher, and veteran under siege.

Tina Satter, Directed by

Reno 911!: It's A Wonderful Heist

It’s Holiday Season in Reno, and Lieutenant Dangle wishes he’d never been born. With the help of a roller
skating Angel, he learns how much better the lives of the other deputies would be if he never existed. Will
he decide to live on anyway? There’s Christmas criminals to catch!

Christian Hoffman, Directed by

Run Sweetheart Run

After what begins as dinner with a client, a single mom (Ella Balinska) finds herself hunted by a monstrous
and seemingly unstoppable assailant (Pilou Asbæk) in this terrifying dark thriller.

Shana Feste, Directed by

Rye Lane

Yas (Vivian Oparah) and Dom (David Jonsson), two twenty-somethings both reeling from bad break-ups,
connect over the course of an eventful day in South London - helping each other deal with their nightmare
exes, and potentially restoring their faith in romance.

Raine Allen-Miller, Directed by



Samaritan

Thirteen year old Sam Cleary suspects that his mysteriously reclusive neighbor is actually the legendary
vigilante Samaritan, who was reported dead 25 years ago. With crime on the rise and the city on the brink
of chaos, Sam makes it his mission to coax his neighbor out of hiding.

Julius Avery, Directed by

Secret Headquarters

While hanging out after school, Charlie and his friends discover the headquarters of the world's most
powerful superhero hidden beneath his home. When villains attack, they must team up to defend the
headquarters and save the world.

Henry Joost, Directed by
Ariel Schulman, Directed by

Shotgun Wedding

Darcy and Tom gather their families for the ultimate destination wedding. When the entire party is taken
hostage, Til Death Do Us Part takes on a whole new meaning in this adrenaline-fueled adventure as Darcy
and Tom must save their loved ones—if they don’t kill each other first.

Jason Moore, Directed by

Sick

While quarantining at her family’s lake house during the pandemic, Parker and her best friend are
threatened by an unexpected visitor.

John Hyams, Directed by

Significant Other

A young couple take a remote backpacking trip through the Pacific Northwest, but things take a dark turn
when they realize they may not be alone.

Dan Berk, Directed by
Robert Olsen, Directed by

A Small Light

Pilot

Miep Gies, a young, carefree secretary, agrees to help her boss Otto Frank hide his family after the Nazis
invade Holland. Summoning courage she didn’t know she had, Miep faces her first task: getting Otto’s
teenage daughter Margot past a Gestapo checkpoint.

Susanna Fogel, Directed by

Somebody I Used To Know

On a trip to her hometown, workaholic Ally (Alison Brie) reminisces with her first love Sean (Jay Ellis), and
starts to question everything about the person she's become. Things get more confusing when she meets
Sean's fiancé, Cassidy (Kiersey Clemons), who reminds her of the person she used to be.

Dave Franco, Directed by

Something From Tiffany's

Life – like love – is full of surprises and unexpected gifts. In the holiday romance Something From
Tiffany’s, one woman’s life is forever changed by an engagement ring meant for someone else.

Daryl Wein, Directed by



A Spy Among Friends

Based on The New York Times best-selling book by Ben Macintyre, this series dramatizes the true story
of Nicholas Elliott and Kim Philby, two British spies and lifelong friends. Philby was the most notorious
British defector and Soviet double agent in history.

Nick Murphy, Directed by

Swarm

Running Scared

Dre is driving to Bonnaroo to see Ni’Jah and a woman named Cricket invites her to join her friends. They
are members of a cultish female empowerment group whose manipulative leader Eva starts to counsel Dre.
Things escalate and as Dre attempts to escape, she leaves bodies in her wake.

Ibra Ake, Directed by

Swarm

Stung

Series premiere. Dre, a lonely young woman obsessed with mega pop star Ni'Jah, lives with her sister
Marissa. When Marissa tells Dre that she’s moving in with her boyfriend Khalid, they argue and Marissa
storms out. Tragically, Marissa takes her own life and Dre, blaming Khalid, pays him a visit.

Donald Glover, Directed by

Teen Wolf: The Movie

The wolves are howling once again, as a terrifying ancient evil emerges in Beacon Hills. Scott McCall, no
longer a teenager yet still an Alpha, must gather new allies and reunite trusted friends to fight back
against this powerful and deadly enemy.

Russell Mulcahy, Directed by

This Is Going To Hurt

Episode 1

Junior doctor Adam juggles his personal life with his hectic job on the labour ward. In the chaos of the
ward, he makes his first big mistake.

Lucy Forbes, Directed by

Time For Him To Come Home For Christmas

Four days before Christmas, Elizabeth Athens receives a voicemail from a unknown number she doesn't
recognize. In the message, a man's voice, whom she doesn't know, makes one final plea to the love of his
life for a second chance.

David Winning, Directed by

Tiny Beautiful Things

Pilot

After Clare is kicked out of her home by her husband Danny for giving her brother Lucas their daughter
Rae's college fund, an old friend needs someone to take on his advice column Dear Sugar. And it might be
exactly what Clare needs.

Rachel Lee Goldenberg, Directed by



Tom Jones (Masterpiece)

A reimagined tale of an illegitimate young man’s love for a beautiful heiress. Solly McLeod stars as Tom,
Sophie Wilde as Sophia, his true love and Hannah Waddingham as the iconic seductress Lady Bellaston.
The stellar ensemble bring 18th-century England to life with its passion, prejudice and loose morals.

Georgia Parris, Directed by

Transatlantic

The Wilderness

Two Americans and their allies form a rescue operation in 1940 Marseille to help artists, writers and other
refugees fleeing Europe during World War II. Transatlantic is inspired by the true story of Varian Fry, Mary
Jayne Gold and the Emergency Rescue Committee.

Stéphanie Chuat, Directed by
Véronique Reymond, Directed by

The Watcher

Welcome, Friends

Soon after the Brannock family moves into their dream home, they receive a threatening letter from a
mysterious sender — and suffer an unexpected loss.

Ryan Murphy, Directed by

Weird: The Al Yankovic Story

Daniel Radcliffe is Weird Al Yankovic in the unexaggerated true story about the greatest musician and sex
symbol of our time. With Evan Rachel Wood, Rainn Wilson, and a cast of thousands.

Eric Appel, Directed by

Welcome To Chippendales

Switzerland

In a bucolic Swiss village, Steve's sins finally catch up with him. As he stares down the consequences of his
actions, he makes a final, fateful choice.

Richard Shepard, Directed by

White House Plumbers

White House Plumbers tells the story of how Nixon’s own political saboteurs and Watergate masterminds,
E. Howard Hunt and G. Gordon Liddy, accidentally toppled the presidency they were zealously trying to
protect.

David Mandel, Directed by

The Witcher: Blood Origin

Of Ballads, Brawlers, And Bloodied Blades

A tavern brawl puts Éile on a collision course with destiny, emotions get the best of Fjall after a close call,
and a royal betrayal leads to bloodshed.

Vicky Jewson, Directed by
Sarah O’Gorman, Directed by



End of Category



Outstanding Directing For A Variety Series

Amazon Music Live

Amazon Music Live With Megan Thee Stallion

Calling all Hotties! Megan Thee Stallion is up next on Amazon Music Live, performing tracks off her latest
album, Traumazine, along with some of her biggest hits. When Thursday Night Football ends, live music
begins.

Kerry Asmussen, Directed by

A Black Lady Sketch Show

I’m Clapping From My Puss

Three senators debate right to go live; Girls' trip kicks off with 90s-style music video; The Three Wise
Women have beef with the Three Wise Men; $4 million heist threatened by a chatty lookout; Salina and
LaDonna’s M.A.S.H. rematch takes unexpected turn; Actor behind Mary Magdalene shares her colorful
past.

Bridget Stokes, Directed by

Comedy Invasion

Episode 101

Comedy Invasion is a stand-up TV series where each episode spotlights a diverse comedian.

Quentin Lee, Directed by

Crank Yankers

Bobby Brown, Heidi Gardner & Jimmy Kimmel

Crank Yankers features actual crank calls made by show regulars and celebrity guests and re-enacted
onscreen by puppets for a visual aid to show the viewer what is happening in the call.

Jonathan Kimmel, Directed by
Darrell Woodard, Directed by

The Daily Show With Trevor Noah

Trevor Says Farewell To The Daily Show

Trevor bids farewell to The Daily Show after his game-changing seven-year run in the host’s chair, saying
goodbye to his beloved team of correspondents, sharing the most important lessons he’s learned during his
tenure as host, and thanking the audience for a life-changing seven years.

David Paul Meyer, Directed by

Hart To Heart

Jay-Z

Rap icon, business titan and cultural influencer Jay-Z stops by for a rare interview to talk about the
strategies he employed to make his journey from a street hustler to a global brand.

Leslie Small, Directed by



Hell Of A Week With Charlamagne Tha God

Whoop, There She Is!

Charlamagne Tha God debates the week’s top stories with television host Amber Ruffin, comedian/actor
Marlon Wayans, and sports journalist Jemele Hill. Plus, Whoopi Goldberg stops by.

Shanta Fripp, Directed by

History Of The World, Part II

VIII

The Berlin Wall comes down; Christianity gets a makeover; Shirley Chisholm speaks at the DNC

Alice Mathias, Directed by
David Stassen, Directed by
Nick Kroll, Directed by

The Jason Lee Show

Cardi B Talks Marriage To Offset, Cosmetic Surgery, Takeoff's Death & More

Jason Lee keeps listeners on the pulse of pop culture while bringing stars in for candid conversations that
bring truths to their latest stories. During his conversation, Cardi B Talks Marriage to Offset, Cosmetic
Surgery, Takeoff's Death & more.

Jonathan Cruz, Directed by

Jimmy Kimmel Live!

20th Anniversary Special

Jimmy celebrates 20 years of Jimmy Kimmel Live by interviewing himself in 2003, and reuniting the show's
first ever guests: George Clooney and Snoop Dogg. Plus Coldplay performs an amazing rendition of Clocks
- the same song they performed on Kimmel’s first episode.

Andy Fisher, Directed by

Last Week Tonight With John Oliver

Afghanistan

Main Story: John Oliver discusses what’s happened since the U.S. withdrew from Afghanistan; plus, the
FBI visits Trump; a look at AI-Generated images.

Paul Pennolino, Directed by

The Late Late Show With James Corden

The Final Episode

In his very last episode hosting The Late Late Show, James is joined by Harry Styles and Will Ferrell in the
studio, gets a talking to at home from Colbert, Fallon, Kimmel, Seth Meyers and more, and says his final,
heartfelt goodnights.

Tim Mancinelli, Directed by
Glenn F. Clements, Directed by



Late Night With Seth Meyers

Episode 1378

This episode includes an edition of Jokes Seth Can’t Tell, interviews with Common and Jonathan Lemire and
a live performance of You Can't Have Me (If You Don't Have Him) from the Broadway musical Some Like It
Hot.

Alexander J. Vietmeier, Directed by

The Late Show With Stephen Colbert

John Oliver; Broadway Cast Of The Lion King

With races coming down to the wire, pollsters seem unable to predict results of the midterms and
candidates like Florida's governor are making some wild statements in their final ads. Plus, Stephen reveals
Chris Evans is People’s Sexiest Man Alive. Guests: John Oliver and Broadway cast of The Lion King.

Jim Hoskinson, Directed by

Pause With Sam Jay

I Know Why The Caged Homie Sings

Sam grapples with what the prison industrial complex did to her family and how losing her brother to it
changed everything.

Jamaal Parham, Directed by
Bashan Aquart, Directed by

The Problem With Jon Stewart

Chaos, Law, And Order

Can you be tough on crime but soft on guns? The numbers say no, but too many legislators say yes.

André Allen, Directed by

Random Acts Of Flyness

The Fifth Dimension: The Parable Of The Pirate And The King

As they work to reimagine their relationship to their ancestral lands, Terence and Najja each wrestle with
their families’ complicated histories, culminating in Terence’s examination of the archetypal fable at play –
the Parable of the Pirate and the King.

Nuotama Bodomo, Directed by

Random Acts Of Flyness

The First Dimension: The Meaning Of Your Name

While working on her latest game, Najja takes a unique and murderous approach to ritual. After having his
wounds appraised, Terence has all the guidance he needs for the 6-dimensional journey ahead.

Terence Nance, Directed by



Random Acts Of Flyness

The Fourth Dimension: SpaceTime/BodySpirit

Apparently, you gotta use time to move in space, so while working on Ajjan, Terence and Najja hit a
roadblock that neither flight nor teleportation can solve – and turn to couple’s therapy for guidance. Later,
they plan a parallel journey back to The Source.

Andrew Thomas Huang, Directed by

Real Time With Bill Maher

Episode 13

Guests: Elon Musk - Technoking of Tesla, Chief Engineer of SpaceX, and most recently he became the
Chief Twit of Twitter; Michael Moynihan and co-host Konstantin Kisin.

Paul G. Casey, Directed by

Ridiculousness

Pauly Shore

On an all new episode of Ridiculousness Rob, Chanel and Steelo are joined by comedy legend Pauly Shore
to unearth some real life Encino Men, pity some exercisers who Shoulda Sweat With The Wiez and fly the
high skies with Dude Airways.

Michael A Simon, Directed by

Saturday Night Live

Co-Hosts: Steve Martin & Martin Short

Steve Martin and Martin Short host a holiday-themed SNL with musical guest Brandi Carlile. Special guests
include Selena Gomez and Kieran Culkin.

Liz Patrick, Directed by

The Tonight Show Starring Jimmy Fallon

Episode 1743

The Tonight Show Starring Jimmy Fallon invited Will Ferrell and Lindsay Lohan as guests. Will showcased
his miniature Perfect Christmas Village. Will and Jimmy improvised with an overzealous audience member.
Jimmy and Lindsay challenged each other to a Water War rematch. The 1975 performed I’m In Love With
You.

Rik Reinholdtsen, Directed by

Watch What Happens Live With Andy Cohen

Lizzo

Andy Cohen hosts guest Lizzo. The duo participated in Hi, Bitch or Bye, Bitch, Lizzo was shown her old
outfits and decided to keep or get rid of them and Lizzo taught Andy how to twerk.

Rocco Flammia, Directed by



Ziwe

Men!

Ziwe explores the male psyche with Michael Che then challenges the patriarchy with Julia Fox; also
featuring Benito Skinner, Michael Antonucci, George Civeris, Sam Taggart and Ronald Metellus as guests.

Adriana Robles, Directed by

End of Category



Outstanding Directing For A Variety Special

Alex Borstein: Corsets & Clown Suits

Alex Borstein: Corsets & Clown Suits is a deeply personal and wildly fictitious account of one woman’s
attempt to challenge perceptions. Equal parts provocative and whimsical, Borstein’s self-penned
performance showcases her captivating form of storytelling with the help of her muse and maestro,
Barcelona-native musicians, Eric Mills and Salva Rey.

Scott Ellis, Directed by

Andrew Schulz: Infamous

Andrew Schulz delivers his latest comedy special infamous, a daring, raw performance filmed during his
Infamous Tour at The Paramount in Austin, TX.

AlexxMedia, Directed by
Mark Gagnon, Directed by

The Apple Music Super Bowl LVII Halftime Show Starring Rihanna

The Apple Music Super Bowl LVII Halftime Show, Starring Rihanna, featured Rihanna and her dancers atop
seven moving platforms suspended over the field. The 13-minute performance featured the songs
Umbrella, Run This Town, We Found Love, and Diamonds.

Hamish Hamilton, Directed by
Shawn Carter, Directed by

Atsuko Okatsuka: The Intruder

Comedian and actress Atsuko Okatsuka brings her brand of ingenious, offbeat storytelling to Brooklyn,
where she dishes on the futile art of impressing teenagers, attending a Magic Mike Live show with her
grandmother, and the alarming reactions that she and her husband had to the unwanted presence of an
intruder.

Tig Notaro, Directed by

Bert Kreischer: Razzle Dazzle

Shameless and shirtless as ever, Bert spills on bodily emissions, being bullied by his kids and the explosive
end to his family's escape room outing.

Jeff Tomsic, Directed by

Bono & The Edge: A Sort Of Homecoming With Dave Letterman

U2’s Bono and the Edge invite Dave Letterman to Dublin for a live performance of their greatest songs,
stripped back and reimagined. This is a concert movie, a travel adventure, and the story of one of the most
remarkable friendships in the history of rock and roll.

Morgan Neville, Directed by

Byron Bowers: Spiritual N***a

Byron Bowers: Spiritual N***a is Byron Bowers’ first stand-up special. After a life-altering revelation while
tripping on psychedelic mushrooms, comedian Byron Bowers stumbles straight from the desert into the
Decatur Boxing Club, to deliver an intimate set in his hometown Atlanta.

Alma Har'el, Directed by



Carol Burnett: 90 Years Of Laughter + Love

Paying tribute to a beloved national icon, Carol Burnett: 90 Years of Laughter + Love celebrates Carol
Burnett’s legendary career; featuring performances and appearances by Cher, Julie Andrews, Ellen
DeGeneres, Billy Porter, Steve Carell, Amy Poehler, Jane Lynch, Kristen Wiig, Vicki Lawrence, Maya
Rudolph, Katy Perry, and more.

Paul Miller, Directed by

Chris Redd: Why Am I Like This?

Actor and comedian Chris Redd dishes on starting therapy, chasing childhood dreams, and his unique
preflight routine in this uproarious stand-up special.

Richie Keen, Directed by

Chris Rock: Selective Outrage

Chris Rock delivers a high energy set, hitting on topics such as dating, wokeness, spoiling his kids, non-
racist yoga pants, and his highly anticipated response to the Will Smith slap.

Joel Gallen, Directed by

Chris Stapleton @ Kentucky Rising

A special one-night-only benefit concert featuring some of Eastern Kentucky’s biggest names in music is
held at Lexington’s Rupp Arena and raises over $2.9 million for flood relief.

Vincent Adam Paul, Directed by

The 56th Annual CMA Awards

The CMA's, Live from the Bridgestone Arena in Nashville Tn. Hosted by Peyton Manning and Luke Bryan.

Alan Carter, Directed by

2023 CMT Music Awards

Hosted by Kane Brown and Kelsea Ballerini, Live from Austin, Texas’ Moody Center for the first time ever.
This show brings together music’s biggest names for epic first-time collaborations and high-powered cross-
genre pairings.

Lauren Quinn, Directed by

The Daily Show With Trevor Noah Presents: Jordan Klepper Fingers The Midterms - America
Unfollows Democracy

Jordan Klepper returns to the campaign trail ahead of the 2022 midterms, where he follows and interviews
the increasing number of GOP voters who reject the 2020 election results and consciously nominate people
who threaten the election process, all in a quest to figure out if America is ghosting democracy.

Ian Berger, Directed by

David A. Arnold: It Ain't For The Weak

Performing in his Cleveland hometown, David A. Arnold jokes about marital spats and entitled kids as he
shares a behind-the-scenes look at his family.

Malakai, Directed by

Dirty Daddy: The Bob Saget Tribute

Bob Saget's friends and family honor the late comedian during a night of laughter and music with Jim
Carrey, Chris Rock, Jeff Ross, John Stamos and more.

Mike Binder, Directed by



Elton John Live: Farewell From Dodger Stadium

Elton John Live: Farewell From Dodger Stadium is a concert event featuring legendary, Elton John, Live
from Dodger Stadium in his final North American show. This concert features special guests and
performances of unparalleled global hits spanning decades, in one of the greatest send-offs in music
history.

Paul Dugdale, Directed by

Encanto At The Hollywood Bowl

Encanto at the Hollywood Bowl is an unprecedented concert spectacular that stars the original voice cast of
Walt Disney Animation Studios’ Encanto reuniting at the Hollywood Bowl for a show-stopping concert event
featuring fan-favorite musical numbers from the soundtrack.

Chris Howe, Directed by

Gabriel Iglesias: Stadium Fluffy

Gabriel Fluffy Iglesias shares details about being a Los Angeles native, a recent attempt at extortion
towards him, and where he holds the record for receiving the highest fine on stage.

Manny Rodriguez, Directed by

The 65th Annual Grammy Awards

Hosted by Trevor Noah, the Grammys celebrates music’s biggest night, with over 250 performers featuring
the most ambitious live performances of the year. All whilst giving out career defining awards. This year
featured an epic tribute to Hip Hop's 50th anniversary with over 30 hip hop icons taking the stage.

Phil Heyes, Directed by

Hannah Gadsby: Something Special

A panicky proposal. A novelty wedding cake. A fateful bunny encounter. Hannah Gadsby shares tales of
love and marriage in this feel-good comedy special.

Jenney Shamash, Directed by

Hasan Minhaj: The King's Jester

Filmed at the Brooklyn Academy of Music, Hasan Minhaj shares his thoughts on fertility, fatherhood, and
freedom of speech.

Prashanth Venkataramanujam, Directed by

The 24th Annual Home For The Holidays

Each year an inspirational program featuring uplifting stories of adoption from foster care to help raise
awareness of this important social issue.

Michael A Simon, Directed by

Jane Fonda & Lily Tomlin: Ladies Night Live

Lily Tomlin and Jane Fonda introduce an all-female lineup of comedians. Featuring: Michelle Buteau,
Cristela Alonzo, Margaret Cho, Heather McMahan, Tracey Ashley, Anjelah Johnson-Reyes, Iliza Shlesinger.

Ryan Polito, Directed by



Jim Jefferies: High & Dry

No topic is off limits for Jim Jefferies as he muses on stoned koalas, his dad’s vasectomy confusion and
choosing between his hair and his sex drive.

Scott Zabielski, Directed by

Jimmy O. Yang: Guess How Much?

Jimmy O. Yang is back and better than ever in his follow up comedy special Guess How Much? where the
actor/comedian talks about BTS, love languages, loser friends and negotiating with his Asian parents.

Jimmy O. Yang, Directed by

Jo Koy: Live From The Los Angeles Forum

Jo Koy takes the stage at the iconic Los Angeles Forum. Jo gushes about his relationship with his teenage
son along with sharing the struggles of living with sleep apnea and more.

Shannon Hartman, Directed by

John Mulaney: Baby J

A chaotic intervention. An action-packed stay in rehab. After a weird couple of years, John Mulaney comes
out swinging in his return to the stage.

Alex Timbers, Directed by

Jon Stewart: The Kennedy Center Mark Twain Prize For American Humor

A star-studded group of friends and colleagues gather to celebrate Jon Stewart as he becomes the 23rd
comic to receive the Mark Twain Prize for American Humor at the Kennedy Center in Washington, D.C.

Marcus Raboy, Directed by

Kate Berlant: Cinnamon In The Wind

In her first live solo special, Kate Berlant performs an absurdist set, in an intimate space, shared not only
with the audience but the mirror reflection of herself.

Bo Burnham, Directed by

Kathleen Madigan: Hunting Bigfoot

Comedian Kathleen Madigan delivers another great hour of stand up focusing on her family, the Road, the
Midwest, boxed wine and her plan of action if she were to hit a Bigfoot.

John Irwin, Directed by

Kendrick Lamar: Live From Paris The Big Steppers Tour

Kendrick Lamar is back and performing live from Paris. Inspired by Lamar’s latest album, The Big Steppers
Tour is not to be missed.

Mike Carson, Directed by
Dave Free, Directed by
Mark A. Ritchie, Directed by

45th Kennedy Center Honors

The 45th Kennedy Center Honors celebrating esteemed honorees George Clooney, U2, Gladys Knight, Amy
Grant, and Tania Leon. With the President and First Lady in attendance, a star studded cast paid tribute to
the Honorees through heartfelt stories, moving performances and poignant testimonies.

Alex Rudzinski, Directed by



The Last Last Late Late Show With James Corden Carpool Karaoke Special

James celebrates the end of his run as host of The Late Late Show with one final carpool with Adele, one
final stunt with Tom Cruise and a look back at some of the show’s greatest moments.

Tim Mancinelli, Directed by
Glenn F. Clements, Directed by

Library Of Congress Gershwin Prize For Popular Song: Joni Mitchell

This music special traces the career of Joni Mitchell with performances by many of the artists (James
Taylor, Graham Nash, Brandi Carlile) who shared their lives and music with Joni before and after her brain
aneurysm in 2015. The show culminates with a remarkable pair of performances by Joni herself.

Sandra Restrepo, Directed by

Lil Rel Howery: I Said It. Y’all Thinking It.

Actor and comedian Lil Rel Howery brings his signature storytelling style and spot-on impressions to the
Chicago Theater, delivering a uniquely hilarious set focused on real, everyday issues such as fame,
fatherhood, and therapy – and performs sharp satirical takes on prominent figures in pop culture and
beyond.

Ali LeRoi, Directed by

Lizzo: Live In Concert

It's about damn time to party with superstar Lizzo as she brings down the house at LA's iconic Kia Forum
for a night full of positivity, laughs, and love - reminding us all what it means to be 100% that bitch.

Sam Wrench, Directed by

Mae Martin: SAP

From a mythical moose encounter to the gender spectrum in Beauty and the Beast, Mae Martin reflects on
a world off its axis in this comedy special.

Abbi Jacobson, Directed by

Making The Yuletide Gay: A Very Special Paul Lynde Christmas

This holiday program unites Paul Lynde, Tab Hunter, Sal Mineo, Liberace and other queer celebs in an
outrageous musical holiday romp with oodles of sexual innuendo, endlessly flowing libations, and enough
dirty Christmas song remakes sure to make the Yuletide Gay!

Scott Rockett, Directed by

Marc Maron: From Bleak To Dark

Comedian and podcaster Marc Maron tackles topics including getting older, antisemitism, faith, and his
thoughts on having children – especially during the pandemic. Darkly funny and fearless, this comedy
special showcases the long-established comedian's deeply-layered cynicism as he deftly weaves humor and
ire into his signature style of storytelling.

Steven Feinartz, Directed by

Marlon Wayans: God Loves Me

In an all-new hour-long special, comedy legend Marlon Wayans reflects on his life and career through the
lens of the infamous 2022 Oscars® slap.

Troy Miller, Directed by



Matt Rogers: Have You Heard Of Christmas?

Sharing stories to get you in the spirit and performing original soon-to-be-classic songs from a new
Christmas album that no one asked for, Matt Rogers is the complete package. Featuring performances and
comedy sketches with special guest stars, it’s a holiday tradition with ho, ho, ho for everyone.

Doron Max Hagay, Directed by

Miley Cyrus: Endless Summer Vacation (Backyard Sessions)

Miley Cyrus takes the stage in this performance of her eighth studio album, Endless Summer Vacation. The
cinematic, one-of-a-kind performances are threaded together with exclusive interviews where she provides
insight to her new album and the person she is today.

Jacob Bixenman, Directed by
Brendan Walter, Directed by

Miley's New Years Eve Party 2022

The second annual Miley's New Years Eve Party 2022 in Miami, FL.

Joe Demaio, Directed by

Mo'Nique: My Name Is Mo'Nique

From staring down a racist teacher to her grandmother's sex warning, Mo'Nique spills all in this stand-up
comedy special.

L. Frazier, Directed by

Monumental: Ellie Goulding At Kew Gardens

Ellie Goulding performs at Kew Gardens, the largest, most diverse botanic garden in the world. She
performs tracks from her fifth studio album Higher Than Heaven and some of her greatest hits. In an
exclusive interview with Roman Kemp, Goulding reflects on her life, activism, and the urgency of
environmentalism.

Liz Clare, Directed by

Nate Bargatze: Hello World

Comedian Nate Bargatze delivers his family friendly take on a variety of topics including disadvantages of
being the first born, the challenges of playing golf with your wife, and what happens when a bald eagle
touches your head.

Mike Lavin, Directed by

Nick Kroll: Little Big Boy

Nick Kroll shares his comedian origin story, his first heartbreak, his strange hypnosis experience and the
trash-talking celebrity voice in his head.

Bill Benz, Directed by

Norman Lear: 100 Years Of Music & Laughter

Honoring the life and legacy of the remarkable storyteller, activist and philanthropist Norman Lear;
featuring an impressive lineup of celebrity guests and musical performances to celebrate his 100th
birthday.

James Merryman, Directed by



The Oscars

A global broadcast honoring the filmmaking community, televised live in the U.S. and in more than 200
territories, featuring 23 awards categories from Cinematography to Best Picture, with presenters including
Halle Berry and Harrison Ford and performances including Lady Gaga, Rihanna and more.

Glenn Weiss, Directed by

Patton Oswalt: We All Scream

Patton riffs on the hazards of aging, his failed shutdown plans and the day his wife turned into a Valkyrie in
this stand-up special.

Patton Oswalt, Directed by

Personality Crisis: One Night Only

A portrait of David Johansen from Martin Scorsese and David Tedeschi.

Martin Scorsese, Directed by
David Tedeschi, Directed by

The Problem With Jon Stewart: Election Wrap-Up Special

Who won? Who lost? Are we still a democracy? All we know is that everyone is happy and absolutely no
one is questioning the results.

Paul Pennolino, Directed by

Sarah Silverman: Someone You Love

This is a stand-up special of Sarah Silverman’s original comedy material.

Jonathan Krisel, Directed by

Sebastian Maniscalco: Is It Me?

Sebastian acts out life's little agonies, from school drop-offs to off-leash dogs to date nights with his wife.

Pete Segal, Directed by

Sheng Wang: Sweet And Juicy

Sheng Wang delivers a laid-back set on juicing, mammograms, how snoring is an evolutionary mistake and
the existential angst of buying pants from Costco.

Ali Wong, Directed by

South Park The 25th Anniversary Concert

South Park The 25th Anniversary Concert features co-creators Trey Parker and Matt Stone taking the stage
to perform songs from the show's 25-year history. They're also joined by Primus, Ween, and other special
guests.

Alex Coletti, Directed by

Stand Out: An LGBTQ+ Celebration

LGBTQ+ comedy legends and emerging talent share the stage for a night of laughter and queer joy hosted
by Billy Eichner.

Page Hurwitz, Directed by
Linda Mendoza, Directed by



Trevor Noah: I Wish You Would

Comedian Trevor Noah talks learning German, speaking ill of the dead, judging people in horror movies,
dealing with modern communication, and ordering Indian food in Scotland.

David Paul Meyer, Directed by

12th Annual NFL Honors

Hosted by Kelly Clarkson, the 12th Annual NFL Honors is an awards presentation by the National Football
League that honors its players from the 2022 NFL season.

Gregg Gelfand, Directed by

Wanda Sykes: I’m An Entertainer

Comedian, actress Wanda Sykes, renowned for her social commentary, delivers her wit and candor
audiences have come to know and love.

Linda Mendoza, Directed by

The Weeknd Live At SoFi Stadium

The Weeknd created this visually intense concert featuring his biggest hits and more live at SoFi Stadium
in Los Angeles.

Micah Bickham, Directed by

Would It Kill You To Laugh? Starring Kate Berlant & John Early

Kate Berlant and John Early play celebrities reuniting after a public falling-out at a moderated TV event
interspersed with absurdist sketches of varying characters, from strippers to a family of beavers.

Andrew DeYoung, Directed by

Yvonne Orji: A Whole Me

Yvonne Orji returns to the stage offering her point-of-view on the pandemic, estate planning, being the
child of Nigerian immigrants and the brutal realities of dating. With a unique mash-up of stand-up comedy
with scripted vignettes, Orji showcases her range and vulnerability, while also serving as a no-holds-barred
therapy session.

Malakai, Directed by

Zarna Garg: One In A Billion

Zarna Garg's taking the comedy world by storm with her unapologetically Indian-Immigrant-mom
perspective. Follow her hot takes on matchmaking, entitled kids, clueless husbands, mean aunties, and
tyrannical mother-in-laws!

Brian Volk-Weiss, Directed by

End of Category


